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TAFT ANNOUNCES
HIS POSITION ON
LABOR QUESTION
Believes That Organized Labor
Like Organized Capital
Accomplishes Good
Government Ownership is N.
Pangaea.
TAI.K.14 FOR HICAltS7'
••••••••••.•••••••,..
another aide of the lot the empty to-
PADUCAH. KY.. MONDAY EVENING, MARCH 23, 1908 TEN CENTSPER WEEK
Night Riders Burn Residence of
Calloway County Planter While
Family is Sleeping Early Sunday
LABOR ENJOINED
FROM PUBLISHING
ITS UNFAIR LIST
Richard Spann and His Family
Almost Cremated Before They
Discover Fire-Raids Near
Louisville.
. While the family of Richard Spann,
a farmer of Calloway county near
ill:retch Grove and the Graves countyline. *ere sleeping about 2 o'clock
SERVICE 'Sunday morning. Incendiaries set fire
o the residence, the stable and empty
tobacco barn. and not until the roar
of flames and the burhing brands
Washington. March 23 -Hearst
f
papers say William Howard Taft, who 
rom the roof began dropping lb did
any of them awaken to their danger.
Is the most widely spoketi of as the
Republican nominee for president, haa 
It was with the utmost difficult) that
given to the Hearst newly aerytre a Tee XV Spann succeeded_ In getting his
if d ohild t d f
l
Washington, March 23. -The su-
preme court of the, Dlstrict of Colum-
bia issued an order perennially en-
joining the American Federation of
Labor from publishing Bucks Stove
sad Range company of St-- leauhe in
Its unfair list of the federation's mag-
azine. The ease will go to the Unitel
States supreme court.
iw
machinate interview, in which he free 
minutes later the structure,, *Mer 
DAILY NE414PAPER PLANT. .
ly ()utilises the policies on which he DYNAMITED IN ILLINOIS,
will appeal to the votere of the United 
had been set afire at one eorner, fell
metes itromittetett. Hie _oheeeeettose. in and all their clothing and house- Rork leiaad. GI March 22 - '
had goods were lost, all valued with known parties earik: today &nem-teeddwell -particularly on the important the house at about $2.000.
hem of labor, the corporations, the
tariff and the railroad situation. 
As the family rushed out they were
met l>% the glare from the burning
In ratty to a question as to the re 
and tee screams of the mad-
port that he was mitre ode to orgies-
ired labor, Secretary Taft said: 
1dened horses imprisoned within. On
"That is absolutely untrue. my pee baeco barn was a glee/ of embers.
eite.n with reference to capital and
Mr. Spann has not raised any to.
labor has never changed. haecu for several years, but announced"The ore:Mimeo's of capital into his ititention of raising a crop thisetepereitIons, with the position of ad- year. He did not join the association.
tentage which this gave In a dispnte, There were no shots fired by the
with single laborers over wages, moue eIncendiaries, and their work was ear-
n absolutely necessary for labor to
_eelelkatorporatIonle labia onions do
e_ gust! gusulaitzLaeltaamie Tti0 zwigit-masete '
• - conservatively and tatenigently -con-
ducted they are, the more benefits
taws confer upon their Members.
Belikeeme in Labor.
'The wore completely they )1eld
' target practice at Magdalena bay andt/.., the doniinion of thee.e anemic them youn,,..
unite. to maintain itself
riord on quietly so as not to armse any
or ttle sleeping inmates. It is run in New York laet reasita.
effevedertreee Trillentref 70-hlsrd fl 
TWO RORK RATTIaleaellIMS
- JOIN PA4'IF14' 1011F•JeT.-
THREE THOUSAND 'MAYOR SMITH LEADS RAID SUNDAY NIGHT,
DOLLAR FIRE ON CONCLUDING CRUSADE HE HAS INSTITUTED
SOUTH SECOND ST. AGAINST ALL THE FORMS OF LAWBREAKING.
Paducah Harness and Saddlery
Company Severely Damag-
ed by Big Blaze.
Fireman Have Hard Fight in
Business District.
MIEN IX) ENCE'LLENT WORK
Fire was discokeic-C in the third
floor of the Paducah Harness and
Saddlery conipan), 167 South Second
street. last night at, sie4eek and
damage amounting about $3,000
tWISE done. The fir started In teethird floor, which was vacant, and had
begun burning the semind iloo_r„ which-,
is the workshop of thicolispany, whets
the alarm was turned In.
When Fire Chief W•kd arrived he
had the four companies at the fire to
guard the names from catching other
buildings, as the annex of the Hotel
Belvedere was In danger. The wind
blew the flames to t east, ailet-they
leaped across the sir, t to the market
house and many leys nders thought
t
the entire block was doomed. The
.aerial ladder was raised and the fire-
o men entered the third floor and fought
Near ' Washington, March 21.-The new
Louleville. Ky , March 23. (Sot- battleship Nebraska was assigned toelate- Night rider warnings were
thr Pacific fleet. She just nnie-heo
posted let
"3 in 11 "1" of will take hcr -post.tion under pvuus'who are Intemperate in "I"'"k'w and at Pitt's Point hi Bullitt county,.
fit-et. With the Wisconsin, whichand violent and lawefF In their meth, esetity miles south. In both Instances'. g
Into commeelon soon, Deans willreds, the more evil they do to them- glowers were warned not tcerahie any
hove la battleships at the time of theslimes and to eoclete•-
• "ail and as. tnraalimega with 4.14.4‘-(San Francisco ft'.iew"Then you believe In the organize- Ilea of property if they failed to heed
eon of labor?" was asked. the warning.
"I do," was the quick response. A party of 'day riders" rode
a daily newspaper plant, wrecking a
$10,000- press together with the en-
tire buildisig. Pollee are investigat-
,ing. one was injured.
"The Red Mill" Tonight.
One of the brightest
ful attractions of the
lied Mill," which will
the Kentucky tonight,
cast. Many novelties.
rdY and clever chorus
eterts production. wiecis
and most tune-
tic "The
be preeented at
by an excellent
refreshing corn-
are features of
made a record
TOBACCO RECEIPTS
through Knob creek eeetion of Buie
lilt county, 14 mites south of Louis- I
ente, and examined all the tobacco There are now 3.3oo hogsheads _of
beds. 1 ,:ley did no itiatnag.. itosociation tobaceo on the Paducah
market and the romber Is being in-
At Ileddyvale. 
---
creased at about the, rate of 1.50 hogs'
likidyvele. Ky.. March 22, (ape-, heado a day, the types coming rapidly
eia1.1--One Minds -el night riders rode' for the past week The . number of
Into the town Saturday night and hogsheads already soeelved this :wa-
nes(' a numb .0 of rhots In the air and son he ale tidy :too !n excess of the
nide away without any damage. .entire number bandied tie: first year
of the emaciation. when Paducah was
At Greed Rivers, . elle only market maintained. In the
Grand River's, Kv., March 23, cape- western district. Fully fiereee more
"Tics have the right to leave the rise. I - ,A number Of grow,rs have re- are expected to be 
placed here for
•• employ of their employer In a bode in calved werning not to ranee any to- sale 
before the semen is over. No
• oiler to inepese upon him as great an bl'et°- ,sales 
Were made today.
•
inconvenleace as posstile to Induce 
REFUGEE'S FROM BIRMINGHAM, GOING
him to come to their terms, They
to
"The effect of the organization ot
!abort on the whole has been Islably
I.' neficial in securing better terms for
employment for the whole !entwine
eernmunit). The existence of labor
unions steadies wages. -
"What the capttsest. who Is the
empOyer of falter. must face. le the
iganizatIon of labor as a permanent
condition Of the inductile' world 'It
hap come to stay."
"What Is the right of a labor union
In r•opect to strikes"
Have Right to Softie. _
(Continued on Page Frerre
(MARGINS WITH RIMMING
A ot-rwr WITH oNE HAND.
Charged with robbery, Attie Mor-
ten and Jim Edwards, colored, were
arrested this morning by Patrolmen
Reusch and Brennan near the market
house, roster Sates. a one-armed ne
gm, was with Aili. lam night, and it
is alleged that she reached in Footer's
Iteeket and lifted out his wallet con-
taining $30. Hates saw his pocket-
leek fall and picked, it op and put it
le This morning be look-
ed and $15 was miming" The patrol.
men were notified and they learned
the two were apendAng money freely.
When Bates went to see the Morton
woman about the missing money, Jim
Edwards drove him away from the
house, and be was arrested for ha!-
tug a hand in the robbery.
CANAAN TROUBLE
ALMOST FATAL TO
ONE PARTICIPANT
Hurley Rutledge and Andy Amos'
at grow*, fell out over a crap game in
Cenaan Sunday afternoon and le a
desperete encounte? Rutledge stabbed
Amos eight times. hut none of the
__sou nil* t  _ Peet
Stable A. C. Shelton wals somantoned
le someone living near where the
trouble occurred, but when he reached
tie acetic all had fled except Amos,
who was lying In a pool of his own
blood. sCounty Physician L. Young
was summoned and dressed the
wounds. Amos was stabbed lax
times in the *boulder and once In each
leg. Retledee - Made his escape and
hits MS been arrested. , . -
The plate *hers the trouble oc-
reirrod is a notorlertee es:tide's:oils le
as beet) the
SOUTH UNDER CONTRACT TO WORK THERE
Colored People, Whe Were
Driven Out by Night Riders
Find New Homes.
Refugees from Birmingham, Mare
all _county, who fled for fear of
ght riders._ and came to Paducah,
have found work in Mississippi anti
1..M. Baird. of Greenwood, was in the
city today engaging them to work is
the south, offering them contracts and
their' fare. About 75, some orthem
In whole families, came to Paducah.
and they were without food or money
or friends. Mr-Baled had been In
communication with authorities about
,die hands, and when theme refugees
else to Paducah. Mr. Baird was im-
mediately niatitled that he probably
could get hands here now. Many have
accepted his Offer of Work.
STATE LOSES
Washington. March 23.--The su-
preme court decided the North Caro-
line railroad rate ease against the
state.
teetered Knee Dices,
Baltimore, March 21.-- -Brig.-Getl.
Jaeoly Kittle. retired, died here today
of kidney trouble while about to be
operated on. He was a veteran of the
rive and Spanish-Amerlitan wars.
TILLMAN PARALYZED
aehin gt on • March 24 .-ffiens to r
Tillman probably will be unable toes.
WA to wau.hlItIS during w, the re-
mainder ci he eiglidon. He is suffer-
ing at Ws r•olith Carolina homo from
breakdown and earths'
MINE WORKERS
Louisville. March 23.-The meet-
ing of district No. 23, United Aline
Workers, was unable do anything to-
day, owing to the fact that they are
waiting for the scale committee.
RAILROADS WIN VICTORY
Washington, March 23 -Railroads
in Minnesota today in the supreme
court Son a victory over the state,
which sought to reduce rates wiyon
the state.
JUDGE NORCIROZ WINS
BOURNE'S 11,04K1 PURSE.
Washington, March 23. - Judge
Norcross, associate justice of the Ne-
vada supreme court, was awarded
Senator Bourne's prize of 11,400 for
the best written argument why Roose-
velt should be chosen president for
his second elective term,
ANTI-TRUST LAW
AMENDER ARE
THROWN IN HOPPER
Waehington. March 21 Hepburn
'ntrodueed In the hOUSe the a(11111TVS-
tratiOn tlI t gtherld the :Morin
I r Ina act which states It is not in
tanded to interfere with the Hetet of
Istborers to strike or to reetriet em-
Moyers in discharging and In com-
bining to obtalse labor in mitiefaertory
terms. Pray made for ituniuulo
the fire to advantage.
The Paducah Harness and- Saddlery
company has been in businees a little
ever a year, at-rd--John ;ITIRE-tEe.
owher, 7estitaated. liTts loss at a
$3,000 with $2,acto insurance. The
building IS owned by the American-
Get•man National bank. and Its loss is
ceenatsd at $500. Mr. Birth this
mooting said that it war uncertain
whether he Wou:i1 re-establish the
company again. The men employed
lust about $2o0 worth of tools with
out any Insurance.
The adjoining built:Wigs were not
damaged. A doorotiened from the
second floor to the store of Lou
Allsnberg a ccmpany, and James
Buchanan, colored, was sleeping near
the door. Who it he was awakened by
a pet di g puling at the foyer, the
flames were shooting above his head,
reed the sneoke had almost stifled him.
The firemen did splendid work In
confining the Wine to the building,
and most of the loss will come from
the damage- by water that was thrown
on the stoek en the first floor.. Tap
fire was extinguished in about_ an
hour.
To Look Over Copyrights'.
Washington, March 23 ---A resolu-
tion passed by the senate authorises
die committee. on patents, In conjunc-
tion with the house cotninittee on pat-
ents. to investigate all matters _relat-
e), to the topyrigist laws of the
United States
Where Is the Prince?
New Tort, "March 2b.-Helen
Gould denies that Prince de Sawn is
In the United States visieng her skeet,
Anna Gould. A IMO registered as W.
H. Thonteon, at the Prince George ho-
tel Is thought to be Dagen, but he de-
nies he is the prince. Thomson left
for Washington this afternoon.
CONSTRUCTION CO.
The capital stock of the Southern
Construction company, which will
build the interurban line between Pa-
ducah and Mayfield. has been in-
creased front $10,000 to $500.000 by
the amended articles of, Incorporation
filed with the county clerk. Saturday.
The company may be permitted to in-
cur an indebtedness equal to the
amount of capital stock.
WEATHICR.
Uniettled weather with sheimage Sw-
n1M and preteei, T11. -.bit. lag
Innell plumate in terviiiterittuco: night
not teunia.ristute yesterday, tie; lowest
"If the only way to convince certain people that I am in earrrnet.
Is to put them In jail. I shall certainly put them there if I can," de-
clared Mayor James P. Smith this morning. "I told everybody when
I was elected mayor that I would have the law enforced, if I never
succeeded in doing anything else, and I shall." And his clenched fist
came down hard on his knee.. "I gave ardent to the police to close
up disorderly houses, atop them selling liquor. Mop gambling and
stop gullible selling. That was about the first thing I did after I was
inaugurated, and those things are going to be stopped." He struck
his knee in the same place, and if some people had sten the expression
of his face, they would have understood how the mayor impressed
those politicians at Frankfort that he was in earnest about the second
class city charter.
"Think of you and me, decent citizens of Paducah with children,
purcnasing a home, and then some bawdy house keeper sett:Ing down
next door to you, plying her trade under your very eye, selling liquor
without a license and flaunting vice in the faces of your Children. That
sort of thing has got to be stopped!"
It will be stopped-et-IA Was ThereereinTon o o.e
mayor was addressing himself:
GAMBLING HOUSES,
DRUG STORES AND
RESORTS OF VICE
Pulled on Evidence Furnish.
ed by Pinkerton Detectives,
..,Who Have Been at Work a
Week in Paducah.
  Kentucky Avenue Women Will
be Before Circuit Judge
Reed For Contempt of
Court's Orders.
CIRCUIT JUDGE REED'S OFFICE RIFLED
BY THIEVES LAST SATURDAY NIGHT
Drawers Searched and Papers
Scattered All Over Floor-
No Money in Office.
Judge William Reed's office in the
dunIiThSITffThg was enter Sifter=
y11 "Ti-soffiewn -peresti,
whose object is not known, but no far
no papers nor anything else has been
missed. It will be hard to tell what
was taken till occasion calls for the
patters. The object of the burgle'
could not have been money, as Judge
Reed never leaves money at his office.
The janitor of the building said
that the door to Mr. Reed's office was
open when he went In to clean ne,
Sunday morning and the drawers of
two desks were open and the papers
In them were scattered on the floor
and on the desks and everything in
the room was mussed up. Judge
Reed said he thought that he locked
-the door when he left higoMce Satur-
day afternoon, but he might have
been mistaken. No clew to the iden-
tity of the thief can be found.
SECOND FLORIDA
SENATOR DIES AT
PRESENT SESSION
-
TAFT IS GAINING
STEADILY IN RACE
FOR 1.0111NATION
, Washington, March 23.-Twenty-
(cur votes were added. to the list of
delegates elected and instructed to
vote for Taft, at the-Republican na-
tional convention in June as a result
of conventions held during the past
week. Forty delegates in all were
elected and in addition to the twenty'.
four instructed for Mr Taft eight dele-
gates were chosen In couvenUons in
Illinois instructed for Speaker Can-
non, and eight selected_ in different
states were uninstructed.
Up to this time 224 delegates have
been electeef6 the Republican ae-
onsl convention, of which Secretary
Taft has- 144 instructed votes. 26
have been instructel for. Vice-Presi-
dent Fairbanks, 8 instructed for
Speaker Cannon. 18 delegate are un-
instructed and 28 are contested.
These delegates have been elected
and assigned as follows: Alabama, 2
contested, 4 uninstructed; Florida,
montested: Illinois. Cannon 8: Indiana,
Fairbanks 26; Iowa, Taft 21, main-
itructed 4; Kansas, Taft 18; Ken-
tucky, contested 2: Louisiana. con
'ested 4; Maryland, Taft 4; Miehe
;an. Taft 2; Missouri, Taft 24, con-
tested 6; Nebraska. raft 16; North
Carolina, Taft 2; Ohio. Taft 36, con-
tested 2; Oklahoma, Taft 10, unin-
structed 2, contested 2; Tennessee.
Taft 4, contested 2; Virginia, Taft 2.
uninstructed 8: New Mexico. Taft 2;
Philip/Ines, Taft '2. Totals-Taft.
144; Faltbanks. 26: Cannon. g; unin-
structed IS; contested, 28.
The notable gains of the Taft forces
during the past week were tee four
lelegates at large from the ittersi-o
Iowa and scattering votes in Kenna'
North Carolina, Ohio, VIrglith and
New Mexico. The result In Iowa was
Is keeping with the predietions made
by the managers of the Taft cam-
-*ern that their candelate would re-
-rive the indorsement of the lows
Republican state convehtion.
Politics in ('abs.
Havana, March 22-Beata Alfre
lo Davis was nominated by 09. • inst
th( Liberals for Me-Cuban we
• - -
Washington, March 23k-United
States' Senator William James Bryan,
of Florida, died at the Providence hoe-
letal at 8:3.0 o'clock this Morning of
typhoid fever. It was only ie days
since be took his seat as the successor
of the late Senater Stephen R. Mal-
lory, who died December 23, and 33
days of that time was spent in his
Britt against disease. -
In Mr. Bryan the senate loses the
seventh member by death since the ad-
journment of the Fifty-ninth congress.
March 4, a year ago. They were the
two late senators from Alabama, MT.
Morgan and Mr. Pettus; Mr. Mallory,
of Florida, Mr. Latimer. of gouth Car,
keine, Mr. Proctor, of Vermont, Mr.
Whyte. of Maryland and Mr. Bryan.
Ceriously, the last two were the old-
est and the youneeet members of the
body. MT. Whyte was 84 years old
and Me. Bryan less than 32.
Senator Bryan's body will be taken
to hie late home in Jacks:Inv:Ile.
Senator Bryan is the second senator
from lecorida that has died so far this
session. He is likewise the second oc-
cupant of desk No. 89 and the second
man in the Fast row cfn the Democratic
sideeto die since congress convened.
He is the fourth Democrat who has
passed away since the opening of the
Sixtieth congress and the sixth since
the Fifty-ninth congress adjourned a
year ago.
Senator Bryan was a native of Flor-
lea. He was a graduate of Emory
eoliege at Oxford, Ga., and of Wash-
ington and Lee University. He prac-
loed law in Jacksonville. and in 1902
was elected solicitor of Duval county.
Tallahasee, March 23.-Goverpor
H. Broard is reported to intend ap-
pteit State,Serrator Thomas 1-1. West
to succeed the late Senator Bryan.
• Two Boys right-
Frank Clark and Daily Harvey, two
young boys, were arrested early Sun-
day morning by Patrolmen Whitte-
more and Rogers for a breach of
peace. Both had been drinking, it is
said, and disagreed. Harvey was
pounding Clark over the head with a
beer bottle, when Clark used his
knife and stabbed Harvey in the back,
Ind near the lung Both were ar
rested. but Harvet was unable to be
In court this morning and the case
was continued.
nouns HARRIED!
Rome, March 23.--With verifica-
tion lacking, it Is rumored in court
circles that the duke of Abruzzi and
Katheripe Elkins were secretly Mar-
ried at the Italian embassy at Wash-
ington before the duke sailed to Italy.
11.••••••
JAI) YESSEL 'LOST
Tokio. March 22, - The Matsu
Meru, a coaseng steamer, was stink
'n a collision with another vessel off
Tedohoklas this morning. It Is
!bought 244 passenger, and 43 of the
crew were d ro% ned
Grain Market.
Si Louis, Mo , eirereh 21 Wheat
SUNDAY SELLING.
One druggist.
G. A. Chandler, saloonist, Ninth
street and Kentucky avenue.
GAMBLING HOUS1114.
6. . A. Chandler, Tenth street and
geutucky avenue.
• GAMING.
John Croat, Ninth street and Nies
t uck y avenue.
`,111371MeirjelleleleM*
Theobald Peters, Miro wag:sates
Three druggists.
Right' disorderlyhouses. -
'M.'', Peters, restaarant keeper,
eleventh street and Broadway.
Lucite ThemPeote Ida titesterSeld,
ifelen Westlake, Maid? Brows.
DISOliDleltLY
Ten Rumen. Including Annie Oex.
Howe- and eMe• ef
lieutueky avenue. beyoad Rhea street.
Lucile Thompeou. Ida ameteraelas
Helen Weselake, Minnie Brown.
In the absence of Chief of Pollee
James Collins, who was laid up itk
a severe attack of tonsilles, Mayor
James P. Smith led a raid on G. A.
(-handler's saloon, Ninth _street mid
Kentucky avenue, last night about 10
o'clock and arrested Chandler on two
charges of Sunday, selling, and the
charge of conducting a gambling
eouse. Joe. Croat, alleged to be the
nan who "sets up the game," was
ego arrested. Participating in the
cited were City Solkitor James Camp-
bell, Jr.. and Detectives Moore, Bail-
23, and Gourieux. The paraphernalia
ef the house was found in an upstairs
room and confiscated.
The rafd was the last event in a
queet investigation, which the mayor
has conducted since Saturday, March
14, through two Pinkerton detectives,
D. 0. McDonald and Charles Cook.
Their work has resulted in the
swearing out of warrants against the
keepers of houses of iii fame, three
of whom will be haled before Circuit
Judge Reed for violating his Injanc-•
lion against conducting disorderly
houses on Kentucky avenue; warrants
against eight keepers of houses of ill
fame for selling liquor without a city
license; warrants against throe drug-
gists for selling liquor, and several
against Theobeld Peters, who hes
been arrested before and tined on the
charge of conducting a blind tiger at
Eleventh street and Broadway.-
One of the druggists actually sold
whisky In a bottle to a detective the
afternoon of the day he was fined in
Police co:Mitt for Sunday gelling. There
are more than thirty warrants all fold,
some of the defendants having more
than one count against them.
Mayor Smith's office this morning
smelled like an apothecary shop, and
his desk was etiered with bottles of
varecolored and malodorous liatiars.
all labeled with the name of the seller
and the date purchased. Mayor
Smith consider's, it a dead open and
shut proposition against the defend-
-ants.
The Raid.
Chief of Police Collins has been
made a butt by .uninformed people
this morning until he is sore. He was
expected to lead the raid, hut he had
a sore throat. Under direction. Of
Mayor Smith, City Solicitor Campbell
called the chief by telephone and said
there was something wanted of him.
The chief said if it was net *aphid--
ically important he would rather net
leave the house on amount of his oall-
dition. Mr Campbell couldn't aloof
to state the business over the tarp.
hone and 'mid he would turn it over
lo Lieutenant Tom Potter, with* he
did.
Then he and the mayor with tie.
three detectives went to Ninth it
Kentucky avenue, where the Pinker
too mem said they played until .2:30
o'clock Sunday morning and bought
-,....•••••••••.•:.
• " THE P •17C • r 1
,
GOLDEN CALF WORSHIPPERS.
• "They mien tuned aside 4uirkly oat of taw way I conuesautded
theme Hwy have mad, 111..A0 a mulles calf, and tante worshipped it, and
• afterlareel thereunto, and These be thy gods. 0 ll.•••le•l. tthutli ha."
brought thee up owl of tee land of Kitypt."' Kit/ouch., K.
Taking h,s text from the eicident thuroughly with the religion of the
of the cieldien of Israel turning from Mormons.
God, when muses tarried in the moun• , Asserting that our Mormon church
tam, anti the a, quiesence of their tem- was steadily gaining ground. instead
pone) ,eader Aaron, in erecting for of retreating, as is the public opinion,
then' sri Egyptian idol. the Rev. W. Miss Hughes pointed out the danger
E Cave. pastor of the First Presby- of it securing a foothold. The only
terian church, yesterday morning dls- remedy that she sae to cheek the
cussed concisely the tendency of mod- %ell. was the Passing of law bY con-
ern congregations to regard the gress preventing pluralay marriages
preacher as the keeper of their con- as the state law against the evil is .,
sciences, to look to him for example dead letter. Miss Hughes made het
and guidati(e, lustead of to their God, four points God, home, liberty an
and the weakLess of ministers some education. "God is a living peratol
times catering to worldly tastes Id.with the-Mormons. and the person
their effort to gratify the demand of they call God could not be more de-
their congregations for sermons "that graded and more licedtious." was one
draw."
"Congregations and preachers who
will hold those who are drawn con-
: , 'Mute the real need," declared Dr.
Cave.
He spoke of the worship of the Gol-
den Calf, as the God that men think 
Ftheir church. On the backwardness
of education Miss Hughes pointed that
leads them out of Egyptian bondage, the recent stride in education in Utah
which prevails today, and he illus-
trated his point with incidents of the
insurance investigation in New York
and the death of John A. McCall, who
died of a broken heart following the
exposure of his money madness.
was a forced measure. "Salt lAke
City is not to be regarded as a fair
example of a•Mormon city." said Miss
Hughes, "and the toiaists du not gain
a clear conception of their practices.
for only 40 per cent of the people are
Mormons."
An excellent musical service was Miss Ilughes is an agreeable speaker
held at the First Presbyterian church and deserved a larger audience, for
last night under the auspices of the she has clear knowledge of the Mor-
Woman's Missionary society. Some
of the best talent in the city partici-
pated in the program.
Field Secretary.
Miss Edith Hughes, field eecrediry
of the southwest of the Woman's
Board of Home Missions, of New
York, spoke last night at the Ken-
tucky Avenue Presbyterian church on
"Mormonism and Its Dangers." Miss
Hughes spent four years as a mission-
ary in Utah. ;ILA is acquainted
mons. This afternoon the revival
will begin at the church, and the Rev.
J. R. Henry will be assisted by the
Rev. M. E. Chappel, of Princeton, a
former pastor of the church. Services
1111T -be-held in the afternoon from 2
to S o'clock, and in the evening at
7:30 o'clock. It has not been decid-
ed how long the meetings will con-
tinue but the revival will last until
AT 
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CURE
Aches and Pains is Side, Rack or
Bones, Swollen Joints All
Disappear.
ily Taking Rotate.: Mood Rain, 'Mow
tiud of Rlwunustkes Cured By
Its Use.
LARGE SAMPLE FREE TO ALL.
sclutleal. lumbago.
Rave ye& say of
lbo araotoiaa of
laboasoasboat Bone
pains, sciatica or
shooting pains up
and down the leg;
aching back or
shoulder blades,
swollen muscles.
difficulty In moving
around so you have
to use crutches;
blood thin or skin
pale; skin itches
and burns; shifting
pains; bad breast':
gout. Rot., . Blood Balm (B. B. R.)
will remo%. every symptom. because
Is. B. a meads a rich tingling flood of
warm. •rich, pure blood- direct to theof the fearless seatetiees of Miss paralysed nerves, bones and joints, giv-
Hughes. • tag warmth and strength Just where It
The sacredness of the home is tits- 6° ̂ 4"'"'d, aad is this way laaking aperfect, lasting cure of Rheumatism in
regarded. Liberty was discussed and an its forma B. B. B. Invigorates the
wood. making It pure and rich and atthe speaker showed that the Mormons itatne time destroys the active poison
are regular slaves to the heads of In the blood which causes Rheumatism.
treqnent I y cattalo RhinualutIsm. S.
B. Ir It 1101 road* thosands or cures of
rheunia...tot after all other medicines,
liniments and doctors have failed to
help or cure. Womb. smartie, Kidarys
frequently cause Rtieumatisiste R. R. B.
help or cure. Wank. Smarties KIdoors
draining off all disease matter and all
uric acid, so the urine tows freely and
nat
BOTANIC WIMOD WILD. (W. W. U.
Is pleasant and safe to take; composed
of pure Botanic Ingredients. SAMPLE
SENT FREE by DRIYOCHIRTS or went by
express. At 11 PER LARGE licrrrLE
with directions for home cure.
Sold in Padecah. )ey.. by R. W.
Walker & ea, W. J. Gilbert, Lang
Bros.. A I v ey a List„
Taft's Develurrateet as a Statesman.
(Review of Reviews.)
Mr. Taft himself has played a great
part in the splendid history that this
country has been Making during the
past ten years. He had risen rapidly
at the bar, had been judge of the su-
perior court of Ohio for several years,
and solicitor-,general of the United
next Sunday- at the least. Special States for two years, when in IA92
he was appointed a United States cir-music will be arranged for during the
cult judge, at the age of thirty-five.
As a judge on the federal bench he
Justified all expectations, and was
happy in a congenial life position. It
was no light matter for him, at Presi-
dent McKinley's urgent request, to
leave the bench and go out to the
Philippine Islands as presidditt of the
Philippine commission and first goy.
ersor. Judge  Taft accepted the ap-
tarionr117511RSTIfirtir at a
desirable thing in Itself, but as a seri-
ous pubfre duty, pressed upon him in
a real emergency. We had under-
taken.a_ novel if not a questionable
responsibility, and the success of our
experiment depended very- largely
upon the initals steps to tw taken A
great lawyer and a great huamni-
Malian Was needed. and President Mc-
Kinley felt that Judge Taft combined
the desirable qualifications in a
higher degree than any. onelelge`be
could find. The Filipinos were bit-
terly disaffected, and it was necessary
to win their confidence, William H.
Taft convinced them absolutely of his
own good will toward them, and of
his determination to administer the
affairs of the Islands for' the benefit
of the Inhabitants. Many another
man might have been quite as solicit-
ous for their, welfare, but few could
have been so endowed with genial
and sympathetic qualities, together
with poise and firmness, as to have
made the strong Impression In the
Philippines that Mr. Taft was able to
make. Furthermore, his ability and
experience as a great constitutional
lawyer were of inestimable value In
the reshaping of the political institu-
tions of the islands and in the adjust-
ment of legal relationships between
them and the United States.
PilarRe
1,Women
Every womancovets a
shapely, pretty figure, and
many of them deplore the
law of their girlish forme
after mirriage. The bearing
of children is often destructive
to the sript.ber's
AI oVthTscan be avoided,
however, by the use of Mother's Friend before baby comes, as this
great liniment always prepares the body for the strain upon it, and
preserves the svm reet re of her form. Mother's Friend overcomes all the
danger of child-birth, and carries the expectant mother safely through
this critical period without pain. It is woman's greatest blessing.
Thousands gratefully tell of the benefit and relief derived from the
use of this wonderful
all
druggists at $21.017per M
`bottle. Our little other's
book, telling all about
this liniment, will be sent free. 
TY
F
MOW LOON C.G., Minh, h. riend
$5 IN GOLD FREE
In order to show bow our le;antiful Postal Wards
lend thernaglves to artietie deporations, we offer
$5.00 in Gold to the person who prepares and
places on display, at Our store,-the most artistic Sr '
raugement of Postal Cards on a sercen.waste basket,'
"labs desigo. wall shield or other detm.rative -
Any number of eards may be used. Set the sample
screen now on display. Contest closes May 15th
E. WILSON
The Book, Music and Postal Card Man
ESTABLISHED 1M71,
THE CITY NATIONAL BANK
PADUCAH. KENTUCKY.
UNITED STATES DEk-OSITORY,
Capital. Surplus and Uacilvided Profits $400,000 00
Shareholder. Responsibility  200,000 00
Total Responsibility to Depositors 600,000 00
H. B. HUGHES, President. JOS. J. FRIEDMAN, Vice President.
J. 0. UTTERH.ACK,, Cashier. C. E 'RICHARDSON. east. Cashier.
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS.
DIRECTOR&
A. IL ANSrAtetEit, S. B. HUGHES, S. A. FOWLER. J. L. FRIED.
RAN. 3.0. L'TTERRACK. DR 3,0. BROOKS, SHACK OWEN. -
•
W. F Palter,. It. Body, P. Paryeer,
Pres.d..tit t'ashier. Assistant Cashier.
CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
I I ..,...pora 1•41..
Third 'told lertstatIveety.
City Depository State Depository
Capital 
Surplus 
Stockholders liability 
$1100,000
50,000
100.000
Total security to depoallites W250.000
Aceoents or individual* end firing solicited. We ^mower-sate
XT111111 an well e. nip depositor,. HMI to, .,rd to all the 'mew courteous
treat ni vitt.
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
°PEN ilATUltDilf NIGHTs it' tl 7 TO N irt11,(11"K.
Force of Habit.
"Close shave, sir?"
No response.
"Would you prefer the window
closed?"
No response,
"Getting rather cold, eh?"
No response.
"Prim your mustacht sir?"
No response.
"Think Roosevelt will accept a
third term?" •
No response.
"Bay rum?"
No response.
"Any news about the murder
trial "
No response,
Whereupon the country barber,
who was alone in his shop, task a seat
greatly refreshed.
lie 'had been shaving himself.—
Exchange.
Even a pavement made of good in-
tentions is slippery.
FOR SALE
'bolos Michigan Brahma and lain-
•,lian, also mixed eggs for setting.
New Phone 769
SUNNY %IDE POULTRY FARM
375 ['WW1 is 111.1•11 Ptscs
It Stamper
otr_rfri ST
Fratereiti Buiidi,g - Room 205
Extracting Teeth and I'late-
Work a Specialty.
•IWOMINIWWW.
War in Far East Regarded Now as
Certainty by British Observers.
Londcm, March 1.1 3.—Eneland Is
etting surer‘nd surer that Japan
anti China are bound to fight. Ther=
ire reasons ter entkerting trouble
between the felkads and Uncle San',
but there are better ones for counting
on a clash between the Nippon and
the Chinese.
The chance for gals ' greater and
the risks are less. 1."-on1 the letitel
States —even assuming a Japanese
victory--the mikado could expect to
wrest not„nIng hot the Philippines and
perhaps the ilawailae group.. If he
whipped the Chinese the possibilities
of territortsi expansion would be al-
most limitless.
The Philippthes and the Hawaiian
islands‘would not be such important
acquisitions. after The latter are
too small to count for mech.-. The
former are rich in .possibilitles, but
undeveloped and endlessle trouble-
some to rule and police.
To be sure. the Filipinos are there
like Japanese than they are like
Americans, and maybe the mikado
could get on bettai with them than
Uncle Sam. Then, again, perhaps he
couldn't. Formosans are like Japa-
nese, too, and Japan is fairly pouring
money and men into Formose. abe
yet caret keep it "licked." Part of
the Island is quiet ecough and part ot
it isn't. The mikado isn't talking
much about his troubles there; but.
he's having them, and in the end they
promise to cost him all the Island is
worth.
Would eiplit With Czar.
, The Chinese, on other hand,
Mee beaten, would probably stay
beeten for good. Japan rn4tht have
to cut it up with the powers. Indeed,
ft is whispered that the—eilkado and
the czar already have some such un-
clerstandlng betweea themselves, Still,
Japan might reasonably count on the
lions share.
Needless to say, the country's
wealth Is boundless, It's right in
Japan's dogryard, too. Nothing could
be more convenient.
Some say the Japanese want Amer-
ica and Europe as flelds-for their stir
plus population. Well, what's the
matins' with China for Such a pur-
pose? It is already thickly settled In
spots, of course, but not everywhere.
Manchuria le not overflowing. And
not nearly such a difilcu:t place to
Colonise AA  ischtte...man:
Wyllie to Pict Quarrel.
Besides ell these-reasons—as Brit-
ish statesmen and financiers and mili-
tary and naval experts see them—why
Japan should want a pleve of China,
the mikado also acts as if he wanted
it.
No Englishman acquainted with
oriental cenditiuns doubts that Japan
has been trying tes pick a quarrel with
China for months it has been domi-
neering and arrogant In Korea and
Manehuila. It has acted unreason-
ably in connecton with the proposed
paralleling of the Manchurian rail-
road. It has made unreasonable and
still unsettled territorial demands on
Pekin. It has seemed to be doing
everything It could, in fact, to pro-
voke an explosion.
British government officials disn't
try hard to conceal their belief that
Nippon mean, to fight over the Tattle
Marn.. All the dip:omats thought the
Mikado was not only wrong, but knew
he was wrong. He made demands
ith which he probably did not eye
peel the Chines., to comply, and
backed thtni up with an ultimatum
and a naval demonstration.
The geperal opinion In Downing
street Is that there would have been
a fight if England had not "pool
poOled" the idea of war over such a
trifle. The elder statesmen had a no-
tion, too, that their pretext Was a
little flimsy—that the world's sympa-
thies would be against them in the
event of a clash- -that they'd better
make another opportunity and try
again.
Jam and Hard Luck.
It was rather awkward for the Jap-
anese: They'd gone so far that they
had hard work to stop, and in the end
they came out of,the controversy with
some loss of diplomatic .prestige
China was humiliated, to some (Se
demnity and an apologeintt its ulti-
matum had been treated with scorn;
COFFEE
brings sleepless nights and
drowsy days to many persons.
There's a nrug caffeine in
coffee which causes a lot of
trouble.
The ill effects of coffee soon
disappear when it is left off,
and the use of
in its place, tends to build up
steady nerves and a clear,
trusty brain.
This health beverage is made
from choke wheat and contains
iii ecroiffe . e or other drug-liketal
10 days' trial of Postom will
show valuable results, if one
is suffering from any of the
many coffee ails.
"THERE'S A REASON"
it had to admit that the Japanese
have been smuggling arms to Minem
rebels to.nd outlaws, and finally It was
compelled to agree to stop the atenees
It may-sot do it, however,
Japan's game is to harry matters
along all It can. China's is to spar
for time. Nippon can beat the Chi-
nese now. It haa plenty of grat-elass
fighting men and a strong navy. All
it lacks is money. By rushing the
campaign it could reduce expenses to
a minimum, however, grab a big see
tion of China and have cash "to
burn."
China's army Is much bettor than
when it fought Japan before, but
nothing to brag of and it has practi-
cally no navy at all It Wanly looks
for trouble. and Is building up its
nfilltary force with foreign experts'
ale as fast as it can. if Japan gives
It time enough, it may. be balder to
beat. In fact, it may be so hffiel that
it can't be beaten at all
TO CITRIC A COI.D IN ONE DAY.
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refund money if
It falls to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
signatare is on each box. 25c.
ii HONE
CHhIlTlANiTY efleiT RE TAUGHT
BY CHRISTIAN PARICNIel.
Or, Si. R. Moore Turns le Apostolic
Peried for Example 14 ( larethin
Beane Life. .
At the First' Christian cliurch.there
was a large attendance at both ser-
vices, considering the unfavorable service.
weather.
The subject of the Rev. S. B.
Moore's morning sermon was "Jo-
Reformation,"omentioued in 2
Chron. 34:1-5. ,
Young King Josiah in. his zeal for
the law of Moses purged Jerusalem
and Judah of Idolatry and 'restored
the divine order of worship.
The church, to do its bed work.
10 DRESS YOUR HAIR ,
IN THE LAIEST MODE
Tumour ready•te wear Puff
Sets. We carry a complete
Ilits of high grade Hair.
Goods—SwitChes, Coronet
Braids. Bangs, Waves,
Pompadours, Rolls, Hair
Nets, etc. Everything for
the hair dress now m,
popular, at the lowest
pried. Switches and puffs
!nada out of your owu
Combings.
MRS. A. C. CLARK
Millinery Department at L. B. Ogilvie 4- Co. 's
•
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Give Us a Skim of Yoor .
INSURANCE -
AN Oils at lesriact
E. J. PAXTON LILLARD SANDERS
Pllsool• 7nst
Lord.
The evening subject was "The
Chrlsliin .Horne." beard upon the
households of faith in the apostolie
period of the church's history.
The speaker deplored the fact that
religion Is so little emphasised in the
hornet of professed christians, Christ
should be enthroned end the altar of
pra,•er erected In every home, claim-
ing to ehristian.
Home conversation should be Inv-
cred with the christian religion and
children taught to serve the name and
cause of Jesus.
There were two additions to the
congregation of the First church.
The church ls to make a payment
on ftg mortgaged debt nest Monday
teson rendered an impressive lawartsi•
The offertory was a beautiful solo by
Mre Lewis. Six nt-w members were
added to _Ike church al-the morelse
Is Raskruptcy.
In she !).sti-let Court of the United
states for the Western District of Ken.
tuck), in bankruptcy.
In the matter of William Grant, .a
bankrupt.
-On this 20th day of March. A. D .
19015, on considering the petite's of
known creditors and other persons in
interest may appear at said time and
pelt.tI1e they
awildhy tshheopy'rayfeartIol.f.theit sail;
tioner should not be granted.
Witness the Honorable Walter Ev-
ans, judge of the iva.d court, and the
real thereof, at Paducah, in said dis-
trict, on the 21st day of March. A. I),
090s J PURYEAR. Clerk.
Tall Wbure, tics (ameselea.„
New York, Mare\ 23.—Coy. Cum-
mins. of Iowa, here to *Head the Iowa
the aforesaid hankrupt for discharge, *meet) dinner, skid .Taft would be -
•
practlees contrary, to the law of the 1905
esszoLe-- idate.4...6steleiesr.ifftsia9eieseee--Leedee4411sealsolesteaFseeewerieleAlieFaiiit-Otert--
president , prt dieted lir) ahIt I. ordered by the Court that 
0
Malaria Makes Pale Blood.
The old Standard GROVE'S TASTE-
LESS CHILL TONIC drives out ma-
laria and builds up the system. For
grown people and childrei, 60e. ,
— —a. •
LAYMEN'S RALLY
WAS HELD .11 Mai UM AI NIKT11-
ODIST Itcli LAST NIGHT.
teepees...I 1,11,,rt ‘n•esta laymen to
rirtapoodc %fore %lithe stork in
the I lotus tws.
A 1..” metes Rally meeting was hold
last night at the Broadway Methodist
church and mutt consecrated eathusi-
acm:1 1.% generated. . The Laymen's
Movement has recently been inaugur-
ated In the churches of the M. IC.
Ctierch South. coreeeponding to the THE TULLY LIVERY CO.Wesley Brotherhood" of the M. E..
church. The Rev. G. T. Sullivan, pas-
tor of the Broadway Methodist church
has organised the laymen of his
church for active work, and this was
thwfirst public meeting.
Dr. Vernon Blythe, head keyrnao of
the Broadway Laymen, presided. Mr.
C. B. Hatfield, secretary of the organ-
isation, preAnted a report of the work
to be thine here. the church mem-
Istrahip has been divided Into 12 dis-
tricts, and the sub-keymen who old
work under: Dr. tlytee are: Messrs.
Frank B. Smith, Edward. 0, Bring-
burst. Osgood Bowyer, Dentamia Mar-
tin, W, B. Walters, R. W. Chiles, J.
W Hubbard. T. M. Nance, J. V. Pow-
ell, W. M. Karnes, William Mercer..
Dr. Blythe made a elrong and
thoughtful speech on the work to be
den., and was followed by Mr. B. Ji
Scott and Prof. W. H. Sege, In elo-
quent Mika. Dr. Sullivan closed with
some forcible words on ten spirit of
church fraternity, saying that not un-
til Owe was cadre reeognition of each
other here on earth, would he respond
to the request for a sermon on "Heav-
enly Recognition." An old-time Meth-
odist handwhaking closed the serviee
Some attractive musk was featured
by the cis& under the direction of
Mrs. 8, H. Winstead, the organist
Mrs. Lela Wade Lewis, Mrs. Ed Rawls
Hrs I. T. Hubbard and igf. J. U. Rap-
t • ,
the 11th day of April, A. •D., lies.
before said Court. at Louisville, sa:d
district. at 1.0 o'clock in the foie
noon, or as Reif thereto as siractie-
able: and that !settee thereof be pub-
lished one time In The n'aducalt stun.
a newspaper printed is add 'district
and that all known credible, and oth-
er persona II interest may wripear at
said thee and place and show cause.
if any they have, why the prayer ot
the said petitioner should not be
granted.
Witness the Honorable Walter Ev-
ans, Judge of the said Court, and,the
seal thereof, at Paducah, in said Ma-
ltese. en the ;eth day .(March. A. D.,
15415. J. R. Pr RYEArit. Clerk.
would he the Deniocratie candidate.a hearing 14. had' upon the same on
"Iowa is for Taft," said Goy. Cum.
00011, "became. he represents Roose-
velt polices. The Repubileaux Thep,
believe if be Is elected he will follow
up those policiee. They have been
supporters of itomerset ideas for
'cars Of rottrse. if President Roo, •-
•eit should be a candidate he would
be the choice of Iowa Repub'leans I
apprehended if a majority of the det -
gates cannot be obtained tor Taft the
president we be a cendidate. That is
a remote contingent.", however."
"How could Roosevelt be a candi-
date after what be has said'!" was
asked.
"If Romieyelt does nothing to bring
about his nomination be would not
hare a right to decline n somniatket
If the convention wanted him," wits
the answer.
In the Diego-Pt Court of the United
States for the Western District of
Kentucky, in Bankruptcy.
In the matter of Lee S. Robertson, a
bankrupt.
On this 21st day of March, A. D,
letot, on ronsiderifig the petition of
the aforesaid bankrupt for discharge.
Sled on tbe 20th day of Mama. A. D..
19irs, it Is ordered by the court that
a hearing be had upon the ssme on
the 111th day of April, A. D., 11/05,
before said eouft. at Louisville, said
district. at 10 o'clock in the forenoon
or as near thereto as practicable; and
that notice thereof be published one
time in the Paducah Sun, a newspaper
printed lu said distil, t, and that all
New Wake for Taft.
Silver City. N. H., March 23 ss The
feepublican territorial —convention we.
levied six delegates to the national
Republican convention and adopted
resolutions hidorsing Taft and de-
pleading Immediate statehood. Despite
the fact that New Mexico's represent-
ation at the national convention has
been reduced to two delegates, a fight
will be made to seat the all selected,
that being the old apportionment.
Poverty is no disgrace—as long a•
your credit Is good.
CLIP YOUR HORSES
They look better, feel better and work better. Clipped horses are easier
to groom and you are net annoyed by horse hairs when driving. We
have an electric machine and an expert operator and will give you as
good work as can be done, at tfi5e regular pike.
ourth
laroesssewt .4.
and K•atucay Avenue.
At
e Kentucky
MONDAY
March
PRICES
Oreheates.-- — el 50
Balcony_ ....750 and 51.00
Gallery._  600
Vale open* irrlday 9 a 
-lays iii rt vane nit int ill will till to• Mn
Charles Dillingbam'•
Complete Preduct1(111
THE RED MILL
IWO le angry OMNI Mite S 5kW Irmo
Specially picked cempany ut .,0, will
John Ford, WS Con Kidder
Wm, R.Swor, Kid Conner
Together with the farnoug
SIX T I-11 1C1111311.1e4
Pig beauty ohortie, augmented or-
chestra and two Sixty Toed oars ef menery
and effects, the entire production as done
one whole year at the Knickerbocker
theater, New York OW,
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The Funny Tide. OeeSsee
Smiling Rona time WsiM
ly
MARSHALL P. WILDER
(cop)right, by Judeph D. Deems,
Japan compels a more rigorous ex
unination at her various ports of
entry than any other country. Chinat •
makes no examination whatever, per-
haps on the principle that it is difil
cult to sweeten a bad egg.
All holders of official positions in
Japan are obliged to wear European
dress, and the little Japs who boarded
our steamer looked, in their long,
green coats, elaborately ornamented,
like schoolboys in their fathers'
clothes. They are very important little
people, you must know; but one of
these came to grief in a manner
speedy u it was unexpected.
• • •
Everething is so neat and clean In
Japan, it looks as if somebody had got
up before breakfast to sweep and dust
the whole country. Prince liageba, in
•
• .
an after-dinner speech at Spokane,,•• 6i
saki: "If you should visit a Japanese
house you would be obliged to remove
your shoes at the doorway. Japaneeet.
floors are beautifully kept' I know of
II"
"
0
6• •
0
•
0
•
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!III, Weak and Emaciated. }teeteredto Health by %lout
'Mr. J. W. Flagg, of Portland, Me..
rlteg: little daughter, six
years of age, after a severe attack of
the Measles, which developed into
pneumonia, was left pitifully thin,
weak and emaciated. She had no ap-
petite, an her stomach was so weak
it could not retain food. She lay in
this conditkin fee weeks, and nothing
the doctor prescribed did a bit of
good, and we were beginning to think
'be would never remove.
"At this time we commenced to
g her Vinci, and the effect was
Marvelous. The doctor was amazett
at htr Progress, and when we told
him we were giving her Vino!, be re-
plied. 'It is a fine remedy, keep it UP'
We did to and she recovered her
health and strength months before
the doctor said she would."
The reason Via& accomplishes such
results, when everything else fails,
is beeanre it is a cod liver preparation
made by a selentific, extractive and
concentrating process from fresh
cods' livers, combining with pepton-
ate of iron all the medicinal, healing,
body-buildng elements of cod liver
oil, but no oil. When the powers of
Ilfe are low Vfnol restor, the whole
dime/Live system to a normal condi-
tion and makes it possible for the
daily food to nourish the body as na-
ture intended.
For this rearms there is nothing
equal to Vinol to create strength for
the aged, the weak and run-down and
convalescent. Try it on our guaran-
tee. W. B. McPherson, Druggist, Pa-
ducah, KY-
TO LATE
OPERATION FAILS TO RELIEVE
W. L. ADAMS.
Prominisit Grieves County Fanner
Dies at Riser-side Hosasital From
Appendicitis.
Me. W. L. Adams, a, prominent
farmer of 7101a, 13rsves county, died-
at Riverside ho•pital Saturday night
at: 10 o'clock after an  operation for
Tia-WIIF bre
ducah Thursday night and was in a
criticel condition when the institution
was reached and the disease had pro-
gressed so far that the operation
failed to relieve hint. Mr. Adams was
some houses where 30 or 40 servants The artetiquette, so to speak. of • one of the most prominent and sub-
have no other duty than the polishing Japanese interior is enchanting, when stantial farmers in Graves cOunty. Bs
of the floors." 000 has learned it. There is only tinnj
And Japan Is theiand of unrealitiess bunch of flowers—sometimes only 
a sides his wife and five children he
The whole country is a toy shop.
Everything is small. The horses are
all ponies, the clikkam bantams. the
dogs small and shy—with apologetic
manners—they wouldn't presume to
bark at your heels without first ask.
Inn permission; the oysters are about
as large as a quarter; clams no larger
than a dime; bananas not more than
four or live inches long; and oranges
about the size of ladyapples. Yea-
everything is email. I never felt so
much at home in my life.
• • •
Japanese art has bed many admir-
ers sad many detractors. The latter
bave likened their china, sprawling
with dragons and alive with grinning
faces, to a tit of the jthi-Jams, their
sunflowers to Jellyfish and their chrys-
anthemums to cartwheels.
Its admirers claim that all you have
to do Is to study up Its symbols, and
then go ahead. But it strikes me that
by the time you've learned the sym-
bols it would be time to die. For in-
stance, when a Japanese artist draws
a picture of an April evening, a dys-
peptic moon, a nightingale and a cou-
ple of plum trees, and asks you Its
meaning, wager that if you stood
first on one foot and then on tbe other
for two mortal hours you couldn't ere
the fellow an answer. It's dollars to
doughnuts you couldn't tell the night-
ingale from a fishhawk, and you
couldn't tell what be was doing on the
plum tree, or on the moos—It don't
matter which—if they gave you the
whole business—the hawk, the pm
tree, the moon and the April evening
—to take home to your wife for •
birthday present. For, my -dear fel-
lowman, that picture means happi-
ness! yea, happiness. And if you can't
SPA the artist's meaning, and—what's
more to the point—get your wife to
see It, you'd better stay right In the
, artist's studio and—
But you won't! You'll rush straight
home with the picture under, your arm,
sad you'll rush up to your wife and. in
an insane endeavor to espatiate on the
complex beauties of the thing, you'll
say
"Look,, Marla! just see this! A pre*
mit for your ebtrtliday—didn't forget
you. did I? Here you are—great'
Look at the willowy moon, and the
nightingale sky, and the plum-hawk —"
And then she'll burst into tears, and
cry: "I knew RI I knew it! I've seen
It coming' Oh, I knew it!"
"Know what, for heaven's sake?"
"That you'd begin to see things!
Stopping off at that corner nights has
done It—I knew it would!—A plum.
hawk! Oh, Archibald' that you
should come to this! Oh, oh'—"
And Mere you are'—hysterics; the
telephone; the doctor; and, let us
hope, • "quick curtain." as they say
at the theater.
• • •
•
You prop the calms bell( on your
knee and thus apostrophize it.
'You call yourself soon, do you?
Why, a half baked soda biscuit is a
queen to yell' And you're a night-
ingale are you' Why, you splay foot-
ed. wry-nick. hollowihack, shark-noes
nightmare! a settlnIf hen with the
wttencackles is a bird of paradise to
lettjug me in $25 for this? Yes, $25!
and what's the result? Maria throw-
ing fits, and the doctor's bill another
twenty-five, and nothing to show for
the fifty but this durubasted Japanese
brain storm!
"A symbol of happiness, eh? Well,
it hasn't brought much happiness to
my home! A plum tree! Looks' more
like a nouseberry bush. I'll bet the
plums on it would sour • barrel of
molasses!
—Patrietism,' said that ass of a
11fikins, 'is sometimes indicated by a
spray of cherry blossoms.' Well, I've
seen ft Indicated round the . 17th of
March by a sprig of shamrock, ansi
more times round the Fourth of July
by a red, white and blue rosette, but
nobody needed an interpreter in either
rate to tell what they were the 'sym-
bol' of.
"Grace and quietness are indicated
by the willowy tree and the swallow,
eh? Very well; I admit the willow
tree. For gra-efulness she's all to the
tOod. But the swallow for quietness!
Well, I've seen some swallows that
wouldn't go in that class—not for
alckels. One swallow don't make a
summer, but two will get away with a
'balky-straight in a second and shalt;
sad three more will make a man's
•01:gue go like a mill-clapper, while
e.ste more will bust up all the quiet-
a left over from a genetation of
' J'.utry Sabbaths
, "And this little, game cock perched
41 a dram signifies good government?
Well that's a stretch of Imaddnatton
elik a vengeance! Looks mere like a
arrow on a pancake-griddle. Good
ivernment, eh' I reckon they don't
eed any over there, or they'd get
tomething bigger than his drumsticks
for a symbol. Ills purple nibs hardly
looks equal to the job. I should say
scratching worms in the bark yard
was more In his line.
"Well, I've had as alcoholic snfil-
reeve • .1(  IA an ' y-seputatlon
for rebriety with my wife is gone to
the four winds; I'm fifty out of pocket,
sed nothing—ebsoletelY
show for It bin you' you brain-twisted,
colicky. jaundiced paranoiac !
"It's the furnace fire for yours!"
• • •
On the ether band, no style of art, is
so faseintling to occidental minds
The drintlnen of conception, the
.harm of color, the spring-time fresh-
ness of atmovehere that pervades each
and every effort of the oriental work-
man possesses a charm.
As I have said, the scheme must be
studied.' the iielinbell learned; bnt to
the dilettante this is ever a wellspring
al_plestettre, end_ one that will Lever
-The eystem of threes" or of "ones,"
ance learned, captivates the fancy—
"or thiegs artistic are nothing if not
fenclful In this oriental land—and holds
the imagination in spite of mieself,
single expressive blossom—hs a room.
There is but one picture. But this
oneness must be at lust such a time
and in just such a place. Can you not
understand why? Love to not always
responsive to love's demands. Soli-
tude, at ernes, is sweeter and more to
be desired. So the picthre is bang;
the flower placed.
Every flower has a meaning Cer-
tain flowers must  he seen to-
gether. Certain others must never be
When I Gat Ints a Jiu-Olki-Oha.
seen apart. Then, again, everything
goes in threes—blossoms. boughs, or
sprays. Even furniture has a mean-
lag. The details of this etiquette are
sendkiss and, to the occidental mind,
bewildering unless one 'ha. Imagine-
Mon." or at least an esthetic mentos to
which its poetic features can appeal,
In the matter of coloring alone Jap-
anese art leads the world, the secret
Is tholr own. Their elides, etc nota-
bly those by Kirobee Japan greatest
colorist, are unsurpassed by any here-
tofore attempted
Though Japan Is the land of beauti-
ful bric-a-brac, none Is ever displayed.
The precious vase, rich with gorgeous
lacquer; the picture, beautiful with
poetic symbols; the carving, that has
taken years of patient cunning to
create, these are never displayed on
wall or cabinet, but locked away in
safe or storeroorh to be brought nut
as a special honor to guest or visitor
whose coming their hoot wishes to
celebrate with the highest rites of
eastern hospitality.
"If we had our precious treasures
always before our eyes," they Rev.
"they weeld then become too common,
and we should tire of them, and that
must never be'"
Poetic Bridegroom---"I could sit
here forever, gaging Into your eA 05
and listening to the wash of the
ocean." Prietical, Bride—“Oh, that
reminds me, darling, we have not paid
our loundre bill yet."--ertiwn and
Country.
How fur did the mule kle,k him?
couldn't tell you, but as fur as I
could me, he Was still a-goin'.—Atlan-
...
leaves a father—mother, seven broth-
ers and three sisters. The burial was
at Mt. Pleasant cemetery yesterday
afternoon.
A Higher Health Level.
"I have reached a higher health
level since I began using Dr. King's
New Life Pills." writes Jacob Springer
of West Franklin, Maine. "They
keep my stomach, liver and bowels
working just right." If these pills
disappoint you on trial, money will
be refunded at ail druggists. 25c.
Larne Hands and Peet.
It is said that Disraeli was prouder
a his small hands than of all his great
mental accomplishments. This was
presumably because they were badges
01 aristocracy in their evidence that
he had not been brought up to labor,
and he worshiped aristocracy. And
tinlitil feet of the same eltaracter-----ovi-
deuces that the possessor did not go
barefoot when a child. Generations
of carefully shod children of the- no-
%Bay developed this characteristic of
those of "gentle blood," as distinguish
ed from the commonalty. But such
prim( of superiority were not meekly
endured. In due time brainy com-
moners disc6Vered that the "artistic
hand" was not small. but long and
slender; and then came the athletic
multitude, who scorn mall hands and
feet as evidences of effetainiey.
It has been Mite I y insinstatEd, how-
ever, that girls with large hands and
feet usually go in for athletics la ors-
der to account for their extremities,
but That is a problem that calls for
Sherlock Holmes. Probabjy the av-
erage woman either •nrfee or feels
akin to that happy miss of whom it
was written:
Her feet beneath her petticoat
LIMA, little mice stole in and out.
Bat the ranks of those who take
pride" in artistic or athletic hands and
feet are finding allies In the aristoc-
racy of honest labor, which has made
"generous" hands and feet recognlied
Insignia of merit In the literature of
this country and of E:•rope.—ludian-
aaolls Star.
Grape-Nuts food is made
ef W114.811 and Harley, In
Large 10 11), loavee wtikti Sr.'
flrei halt.11, awn sliced and
again hak.v1 nntil rock bard.
71te %flees er0 then ground
int. the grantriel , ailed
(r:tote-Nuts,
The hong hooking. eltamc.,
the stierrls of the cereals 10 11
form elf sugar which is
vanity digestell noorl nook-kly
ansorbrel by even A 4111k1.
It affords Ideal nourish-
ment for all agre--rms, is.
fancy to toattolty ; for
all oallofftloos--troos the 1Ib-
velii to the Athlete.
11 80,1011•"
Line ?II ©ME
lie A. CI ZZ 11 lii3 it
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The Splsrrsdid New)
Serial Story
Satan Sanderson
Satan Sanderson is the true
anbtidtment of the requisites
that make a really great story.
It gives (he reader a look hito
a little world of action where aU
.4th. emotions that make et'
mar flit—and lives—are set in
play—one against
*nether. Incident follows inci-
dent with quick succession, and
a vivid panorama of intrigue,
mystery, lore And strange adven-
turing kindles the interest I.
the fusing point. ••-•
Written in a charming style,
brill lent in coloring, picturesque
in backgvound, faithfal in char-
acterisation and intensely dra-
matic,with stirringciimaa,Sant.s
Sanderson is by all odds the beet
story of the year.
kr Malik Erma,* Atom
of Karts Cosinapossos
oat Tao Cossorors
Illbemdflostschr Illomerated by
warizaLi.
!Mac& CCDMC ne
BtIA.C1147Z11119
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For all the Family Circle
THE HOME MAGAZINE is the only magazine that deals w!th all the interests of the
borne, that covers every avenue ol appeal to the hiirm.--builder, the home-maker and
the home-lover. All its c.owri.t.),Iti..r.r. center i!, the line, It makes the home more
attractive, more comfortab,e, 1,1 ..-e interese-ig. EvLry issue is crammed lull of
practical suggestions for the housewife.
THE HOME MAGAZINE is cheerful, happy-hearted, ehole-souled. Its dominant
aote is the note of optimism 35 ,r1 ci er to cover, it is pleasant,
entertaining, charming and replete w.th
THE HOME MAGAZINE is thoroughly American and interests every American man
or woman who has a home. Its range is wide and its treatment thorough.
THE HOME MAGAZINE'S departments are conducted by men and women of
authority. Marion Harland, for example, edits the department of cookery and
etiquette. EugeneClute contributes"' great series on herne furniture making.
THE HOME MAGAZINE contains the Most exciting stories, the most beautifill
fliusttations, the most important feature articles.
TMBHOME:MAGAZINE is twice as big and twice as good as ever before.
For Everybody in the Home
1
,ChettOME
MAGAZINE
TEN CENTS A COPY ONE DOLLARTALYLAR!
cA MAGAZINE OF GREAT DEPARTMENTS
0011111G_Tli ARTNINTS l T112 EMI SLAGAMMI
LAS TWOLLOWDM
IMORTILY
A. art wine reverie meat etiadiens mad 11111-
gent opp•••••10A• 1.• I. Immo at lee best. lisay
=accompanied Ity saperieram, resdar• .4111111115111astahliveristy"1"=1
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wad experience sif Ma whole tamery
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SITIJUDI 011001LATKII
Gesuinely helpful. with tnsefy eagevietions
practical Yak,. Mural deceratne, I 11411„
witsee, and the *maniocs arrangement ef Maw
with a •••CiAl 11151W w csaY411164001
**insert
SOUSCILLITING
The management ef a hews from ostler to
garret. with mese meatless of the tiosmand sod
ewe laliernaving devices sew besot masiefew
Sired for the convenience of the leameniaRer,
whether the keen be of twe or tweet, reams.
MinRangl..v.111111 OR LANDSCORS
'G
Invaluable fur. Owes lovers •f asters who
mcsald make 'their e•aile g rounds attractive sod
lliadettful. Helpful to the esuiteur IterieriNi
liseereeting to reel-, one.
•
TEL TILORTARLI GARDelt
Seseroastile articles dealing with gerdestisio ea
• *ewe or city bet What to pow ao4 how Si
grow it. Yates with geed ideas.
TIM SOW MID ISE STABLI
Illustrated artklas by acksiowledged amass,
haw
POULTRY AND TR& R&M/15L\
PT 0.110.41 sod be/pfal depertmeetaw 11
rtA s fate/ 114 PIPUUN7. 24 sae the contrib.'
Utorg.
PRACTICAL JASE10011
Ching* design*, iliwitemtioas sod soopistoldescriptions carefully selected to give sobserd•
ars advance soles, practical sod correct.
Our pattern department renders prompt Ned,satisfactory artrvice at, minimum coat.
IDINSOIDIIRY AND NELDLSWORI
f rrett7 yet simple devices that even very busy
!Women can successfully accomplish. The vari-
ety offered aciousthiag that .,peeks leall lateremed.Verifferese typse, et asedlevorh.
!WITH AND FIYGID41
The malting ef strong, well-formed, perfectly
Oeveloped bodies, the value of inertias, Intl-
log, with special articles or the ears el theepic now, teeth and ewe
MAINLY AeOuregortlt '
Lutertaining cones in paragraphs of Asap:
low mug sot woosa. Illustrated with pop,
*oho
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abaeitieiri. mad Alpo& or the ennui:sin of thisday.
SSW
Ehhhe-Merrill novels, the men popular ses.
rive rif—Anorrica,...appeat-ali-inends lartome Mower
pulamation in book form.
TIII CHOICES/. SHORT STOIRS3
Humorous stories, love eterles sod stressof bLainefts and advennue—oitanikwisoleeme
satie:y-.:.a and dellghttul, and lam VI ohs. will
appear 10 every number.
TIM MC= JAR
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A Spatial Feasters
Home Life
of the Presidential
Candidates
A series of articles dealing in
the most intimate, familiar, and
personal wfy with the home and
family life of Secretary Taft,
Vice-President Fairbanks,
Speaker Cannon, Senator Knox
and othert Fully illustrated.
Begins moos.
Short Stories
By the hest writers in the col: n -
try a ppear in e very issue. Brigra,
clever, entertaining, full of
wholesome sentiment, good
humor and adventure.
Illustrations
All the departments are fully
Illustrated with photographs.
Among the celebrated artists
whose work appears in Tax
HOME MAGAziNE, either in
color or black and white, are
Howard Chandler Christy,Har-
rison Fisher, A. B. Wenzell,
C. F. Underwood, J. C. Clay,
George Brehm. Jay liambidge4
(etc., see./
This splendid magazine If will
be--given-to The Sun readers-
ABSOLUTELY FREE
Of Any Cos
Telephone . 358 at once for
particulars or inquire of our
solicitors. .* • •• • •
THIS 'MAGAZINE
Is one of the best periodicals published. Its list
of coRtributors, as you will note in this ad., com-
prises some of the best talent of the day, and the
illustrations are by famous artists.
Be Sure and Send in Your Order
The Sun 115.5. Third St.
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CIRCULATION STATIDIGCNT.
asa41410
ItIloremy.
• 11 et
1 3824 17 3874
a 3819 18 3870
4 3823 19 3880
6 3824 20 3886
3832 21 3898
3858 22 3907
3854 24 3914
 3842 25.., 3911
4137 21' 3916
 3852 27 3924
3871 23 3938
 3881 29 3947
3883
Total  96.811•:
Average for February, 1908 _3875
Average for February, 1907 ...3859
Increase  16
Personally appeared before me, Mit
March 2, 1908, R. D. MacMillen,
business manager of The Sun. who
eflirms that the above statement of
the circulation of The Sun for the
month of February, 1908, is treeLto
the beet of his knowledge and belief.
My commission expires January
10th, 1912.
PETER PIIRTEAR,
Notary Public.
hch are but the means through
whieti ettergettelsellvelluale work te
a legitimate sad. but•by provisionn
such as the president now Is advaeat-
ing.- Let Mr. Bryan joust with eche!
mills if he mud. Federal supervise:re
with .ample powers vested in the ex
e-z.utite to forestall endless litigation
and the repeal of the harsh provisions
of the Sherman anti-trust law, are
needed to restore confidence to the
business world.
WHY IT WILL Bg MR. TAFT.
Close students of the situation are
peehhtteatly claiming that If the
convention does net nominate
Taft the honor will be forced upon
Roosevelt. says the Detroit Free Press
(Ind.)
No question Is raised as to the.
good faith or ..veracity of the presi-
dent in repeatedly declining to con-
sider or accept another term. But
it is recalled that at the Philidel-
phia convention he as positively re-
fused to take a second place on the
ticket and was compelled to yield be-
cause of the overwhelming senti-
ment in his favor. •
Seldom In the history of the oun-
try have the people been so thor-
ougbly aroused and so determined to
exercise their right to control as now.
They are unalterably committed to
the distinguished policies of the ad-
ministration. The masses approve
the reforms In progress and demand
that they be carried to a successful
conclusion.
No opposition can balk this deter-
mination. Cherished and revered
Is the national tradition. agaitist.
thirdstermism. It is -a question
whether it might not preiall if the
people saw danger to their cause In
Nintending for the proper regulation
of the great special Interests that
:tame FO dangerously near dominating
4
the country.
This would be a deplorable depart-
ere. but those making It would seek
13 ,justify it as a political war meas-
ure in final extremity.
Each day emphasizes the fact that
Taft is far-and-away in the lead as a
.andidate. The primary source of his
trength is in the tact that he in-
dorses cite eclat:est-ration policies and
would continue them until the needed
reforms are established.
Because of this be Is the logical
candidate and in nothing catehis fit-
ness be challenged. He has great
Intellectual vigor 'and moral stamina.
. _
-- -
He has .courage. dignify. Independ-
ence /And love of Justice. He has a
Judicial mind and the spirit of com-
promise. He is a man of might),
force but impetuous in neither specib
nor action.
This eatimate of the man Is__bitted_
upon what he has done as citizen,
lawyer, judge, statesman and diplo-
mat. He has been called to the
gravest responsibilities and the most
delicate adjustments of national and
international magnitude encountered
since we became a world poser.. "flaid on," interposed Dr. Trendon
Not a failure mars the record. In authoritatively. "What's •hin_aeut
er
all his undertakings be inspires con- he inquired of the 
journalist.
tidence and reliance. _Success it' his , "Darrow." replie
d the latter. "Per.
attendance because of his deserts. As 
harrow. 1)fl ta"w. Mat?"
the people become familiar with his 
"Who in Kerraehatka is Percy Dar-
sturdy character and ingrained lion- 
row?" demanded Forsythe.
"Why, he's the aileistant. It's a long
'Sty...they turn to him as the.man of
- story"-
the hour.
This is why Illchigan Is for him: 
"Of course It's a long story. There's
a lot we want to know." interrupted
why he is quoted as-the leading can-
didate even in Elinois and Wiscen- 
Captain Parkinson.  "Quartermaster,
head for the volcano yonder. Mr.
sin and in the entire northwest: why &tide. we want to know where you
he has a large and growing support came from see why :you left the
in conservative New England and is schooner and who Percy Darrow is.
conetantlY gaining throughout the And there's dinner, so we'll adjdurn
country. Down in their hearts the to the mesirroom and hear what you
people want him. :can tell us. But there's one thing
If the privilege of securing him to we're all anxious to know-how came
carry on what the president has don- you In the dory whirls we found and
Is withheld, stranger things have hap_ left on the Laughing Lass later tha
n
penei than woeld he a c!inventlon two days ag
stampede to Roosevelt. e. "I haven't 
set eyes; on the Laughing
In this possibility is revealed the 
LAPS for-well. I don't know how Wog,
folly of the powers on Wall street but it's dye day" anyway. •Per
haPa
and of the great apposing corpara- more," replied Slade'
Cons in fighting Taft. They fix 
They stared at him incredulously.
firmer the purpose of the masses to 
....r"hlethre. lyres:roan' be dboriesurst onoutthestdbrocenly.
have their demands in the r
through the administration 
Cr. The other one's still there, I sup-
Did you find her on the stern
man or the other. They are a hope- darner
less minority fighting a hnpelres
cause and aggravating an unconquer-
able enemy to greater exertion.
If the choke should be forced
upon Roosevelt, it would be rtt'eved
Daily Ths.agio.
"There alwios•are tea friends to
mourt the loss of the man who made
so, enemies."
" The anarchist organs must begin
playing national airs, or stop their
noise.
By all means provide a business
course in the High school next year.
It will attract fifty per cent More
boy, to the High school, and confer
a lasting benefit on pcor boys, who
will apveciate the start.
The sooner every body learns that
Mayor James P. Smith is on the
square in what he means to do
what is brat for Paducah, and doesn't
care a rap about the political effect
of ide policies, the sooner they hill
Est in harmony with this administra-
tion.
The Kentucky Slate Journal says:
"Iowa Republicans instructed its
delegates to vote for Taft first, last
and all the time. There is neahing in
the future so sure than that Taft will
be the Republican nominee for the
presidency. The Fairbanks adherents
are wasting time. Better try to get
In the Taft hand wagon before it is
too late "
BR Y AN ON CORPORATIONS.
According to Mr. 'Bryan's own dis-
tinction between a natural person and
Ain artificial person—a eorporation
was "created to make money"—the
corporation ought to be given special
privileges by the government. The
trouble with Mr. Bryan is that he haa
been playing a one-aided game so long
he can't Fee everything in front of
him at once.
'A corporation is created to enable
• number of me_a_to accomPilab what
one alone, or ell . dipeonnectedly.
could not do. Only. through an or-
ganization. capable of seeing as a
legal entee. of suing and being sued.
can big industrial and commercial en.
terprfees tif. carried out. When an In-
dividual or partnership 'builds up a
business to a certain point, develop-
ment and advanoement is Impossible
until a corporation or joint stork com-
pany is organized. under the law, of
the state. A corporation is simply
a convenience, by which the h:gheat
possible attainment ls reachtd tu
business world
Being artificial and mote or leas
restricted in its operat,,n, and meth-
ods, it Is ervissivel sens.tive to finan-
cial and Industrial conditions. and
while Its use as an Instrumeat of in-
justice mist never be countenanced.
the utast:est care must he exercised !n
correcting abuses. Most of the fac-
tories and big business concerns in Pa-
ducah are corporations, all tle. news-
papers are corporatioue, and most so-
cial and religious institutions are tor-
-
dome designing Individuals h
used corporations as a blind
‘treilde, and violated the fvtl and lloa
laws. but it the "(iod made men
of whom -Me. Bryan speaks. who are
guilty of these outrages. wreakini
vengeance ea • sensel,ss. artincia:
Impalpable name, which is a corpore
time is Quixotie. If *hugest ha v,
ag tip Ili•Unitate co-operative aye
iet us with moderation sad •ieltn
lee .
"Tee"
"That's it, then. You see, when I_
left"-
Captain Parkinson's meted hand
checked him. -fr you will he so good.
by him as a commission and a eon.- Mr. Blade. let us have ell at once.
wand vigorously and relentlessly to after mesa."
prosecute hi s reforms. How vigor- At table the young officers, at • sharp
ously and relentlessly, those who hint from Dr. Trendon conversed on
know the president can comprehend. Indifferent subjects until t
he jeurnallet
Taft would move judicially add ju- had partaken heart
ily of what the pby-
diciOusly with the' leastpossible free skean allowed 
him. Slade ate with
lion and the least disturbance to the ke
en appreeflition.
business and prosperity of the eoun- 1 tell 
you., that's geode" he sighed.
when he bad finished. "Real, live.
try; --
THE MYSTERY
By STEWART EDWARD WHITE
And SAMUEL HOPKINS ADAMS
COt'YRIGHT 1907. BY Mat't.WIT. PHILLIPS a co.
(Contineed trout last Isene.)
CHAPTER VII.
T the following afternoon ottr.
Trendon reported his patient'
as' quite recovered.
"Starved for water," proffer-
ed the surgeon. "Tissues fairly dried
Out Soaked leim up. Fed him broth.
Put him to sleep. He's all right. Just
wakes up to eat. Then off again like
a two-year-old. Wonderful constitu-
tion."
• "Ttw gentleman wants to know If
he eau come on deck, sir," saluted to
onleriy.
"Sleeked up, eh?' Corne on. Harnett
Help toe boost him on deek."
The two officers Alisnimearisl re-
turn in n meetueut arm in arm with
Ralph Slade.
Nearly twenty-four 'hours' rest and
'kill fu I trentinent woetlers.
Ile was :till a trifle weak and nicer-
tithe was still n Piths glad to lean on
the arm% of his 11`.111p11111,1101. 1111 bin
-five was bright and idert and his hot-
low cheekm mounted a slight color.
Thee with the clothe-, tent bin. by Bar
nett. transformed his•nppearnnee end
ledt'aptalit Perkin...it In cons-rail:lat.
himself the! he had net' obeyed his
nest t the castaway for
enval nett the men.
The otileem pressed fore-nrd
"Mighty glad to see you oqt." "Hope
you've got your phis ler you again."
"Old man, rut mighty glad we came,
along," •
- The chorus of greeting was begirt!'
enough. but the journanst barely paid
the courtesy of acknowledgment_ Ills
eye swept the horizon eagerly until it
rested on the .•iond of rolennIc smoke
btllov lug isit across the nseiting sun. A
sigh of relief cr.:n(1yd him.
"Where are we?' he :Inked Barnett.
"I mean since you pleked me up.• How
long ago was that anywny'!" •
-rePi40.1-_-41w-NOtagn
officer. "We've stood off and on leek-
lug rir scene of our men."
-Then theirs the same velenuo"-
Bnruett Linched softly. "Well, they
aren't quite hokling a caucus of col-
canoes down in this country. One like
that be etaiergh"
- But Seedy dehtet the remark aside.
"Head for it:- eriad excitedly.
"We may be in time! There's a man
on that island!"
".% Innn"- "Anethere' -Not Billy
L'iftvardsE' "Not some of our boys"
Slade stared at them bewildered.
after dinner coffee too. Why. gentle-
He Is the right man to take up the men, I haven't eaten a civilized meal,
work where It is and complete it with all the trimmings, for over two
with impartial regard for the nights years. Doctor, do you think a little
of all. of the real stuff would hurt me/ lt's_
, 
a pretty dry yarning."
"One glass," growled the surgeon,
"ne more."
"Scotch highball, then," voted Blade,
"tbe higher the better."
The steward hesitant a tall glass with
Ice, In which the neweomer mixed his
drink. Then for quite • minute be net
Silent staring at the table, his fingers
aimlessly rubbing Into spots of wet-
test,* the water heeds as they gathered
SI Use outside( otdirglass. Suddenlya
be looked up.
"I don't know bow to begin." he con-
famed, Atietee _confounded Improba-
ble. I hardly believe It limier, now
that I'm sitting here In human clothes.
surrounded by human heinste tild
I ference will be behind closed doors, asScrub& and the nigger and IlandY
Solomon and the profeesor end tbelit Is not intended to be a 
masiemeet-
cheat and the-well, they sere real Int.. It was said that many of theI
enough when I was cleight in the Fairbanks followers front out In
 the
mess. But I warn you yen are nqt go- state will attend the nieetIng and that
lug to believe me, and hanged if I some dellotte plan of organization will
blame you a bit" I be effected •
"We're seen marvels eureelres In the '
last few days," emeouraged cePteln I —Inieeporeaste ad
we Use tin
THE JIIK
When the elevator la crowded wait
for the next car. 4
Walt for the car to stop eveS if In
so doe.g you waste three-quarters of
a second of your taluable time.
Neticiere cif tlw- sad.
'TM sad, when jou must borrow cash,
'lb find )our friend won't lead it:
To be in Jail for taking graft,
esn't ge4-etei toirpend ft
'Tit sad to walk where peaches grow.
And he too snort to reach them;
To world-awakenint sermons write
And net he asked to preach them
Tie tied to learn a scandal. through
A key-hole, se can't tell it.
To read the joke you called our own,
Before you'd time to sell it.
But this is far, the saddest fate
The sea slit ever shine on:
To be a vise 'met to twine,
impatiently. "Just begin at the hel-
ping and let it go at that." "
Slade sipped at Ids glass reflectively.
"Well," said he at length, "the best
way to begin Is to show you how I
tappened to be mixed up iti It at all."
The officers unconsciously relaxed
into attitudes of greater ease. Over-
head the lamps swayed gently to the
swell. The dull throb of the screw pul-
sated. Stewards clad in white moved
noiselessly, filling the glasses!, defer-
entially striking lights for the smok-
ers, clearing sway the last dishes of
the repast.
."I'm a reporter by choler and a de-
tective by instinct," began Slade, with
startling alsreptnees. "Furthermore.
I'm pretty well off. I'm a-hat they call
a free lance, for I have no regular
dealt on ant- of the journals. I gener-
ally turn my stuff in to the Star be-
cause they treat me well. In return it
Is pretty well understood between ns
that I'm to use my Judgment iii recard
to 'stories' and that they'll stand back
-of me for expenses. You see, I've
been with them quite awhile."
He looked' around tbe circle as
though itr appeal to the compreheurrion
of his audience. Some of the mete
nodded. Others sipped fre.m their
glasses or drew at their cetera.'
"1 loaf around here and there in the
world, having a good time traveling.
visiting, fooling around. Every once in
awhile something interests me. 'the
thing is a sort or instinct. I run it
down. If it', a Rood story. I *end it
in. That's all there is to It." lie
laughed slightly. "You see. I'm a serf
:If magazine writer In method, lint my
'tuff is newspaper stuff: &so the game
snits me. That's why I play it.
that's why I'm here. I have to tell
mu about myself this way so you will
understand bow I mute to be mixed 
up In this Laughing Lass matter."
"I remember," commented Barnett.
Vent_ bet_ laeste....„came_ aboard -the
'orit Dakota you had a Mite trouble
making Captain Arnold nee it." He
turned to the others with a 'laugh. "Ile
had all kinds of papers of ancient date,
but nothing modern-letter from tler
Heir dated five years back, recommen-
dations to everybody on earth except
Captain Arnold. eertillt-itte of bravery
In Apache campaign, bank identifiete
titans and all the rest. 'Maybe you're
the Star's correspondent -otos' maybe
you're not,' said the eaistain. 'I don't
see anything here to prove it.' Slade
argued an hour. No go. Remember
how you caught him?" be inquired of
Blade.
The reporter grinned assent
-.tfter the old man had turned him
down good Slade fished down In his
war bag and hauled ont an old tatter-
ed document front ati oilskin ease.
'Hold OD • minute.' swift he. 'you old
I've proved to yen that
eau write and I've proved to yen that
I have taught, anti now- here Ell prove
to you that I can sail. If sritIng. fight-
ing and sailing don't Pt tile adequately
to report any little dieturtioneee your
antiquated waelebeller may blunder
into I'll go to raising eabbages.' IVIth
that be. presented a' masters eertifi-
rate! Where -41c1 you get it etnyway?
I never found out?"
"Passed as greet' water' ow the great
lakes." neplied Slade briefly.
"Well. the spunk anti the certificate
finished the eapteln. lie was an old
equere rigger himself In the chit scar"
"So much for my- -,elf." Slade con-
tinued. "As for the Laughing Lass"-
(To be continued in nest Mane.)
•
YOU DON'T HAVI.4 TO WAIT
'Ivory dime 'sakes roe feelbefter 1.01
%tape your wbol• imaildee riga. Sold on 'be
essay-bees ewe everywaere. Mee SOceals.
GREAT NORTHERN 11.01111ti1tr5
.1.111. AT Hiell.F.NA.
Hi 'one. Mmt.. March 23.--(koorge
Fratrik lioscr and Charles Stellonaid,
charged with having held up the 04-,at
Northern rattwav.P. Oriental limited
last September and rifled the rood-fuer:
ed mail of 110.0.00 being, tranbeerteil
toea Spokane %mink: broke jail earl>
tcdey and are stilk_at
The men sawed their cell doors,
the corridor bars and the bars in a
window. Immediately upon discovery
ol their escape several messes were
formed and are now in pursuit. Ma
answering tbcir description were seen
in the southern part of the city Mak-
ing for the monntains.
t'oeferessell of Fairbanks Leaders,
The Fairbanks leaders in Kentucky
will meet in collie-retire at the Seel-
bach In Louisville this afternoon for
the purpose OT discussing plans of tin-
Illealion and the manni t of conduit-
lag the campaign between new and
the state convention. The call for the
meeting wbleh has been sent broedr
east over the state, was signed by
William 0. Bradley, United States
Senator-elect John W. Yerkes and M.
H. Thatcher. John W. Yerkee has
fre watrtti-rertatnty attend-
the meeting and either he or Senator-
elect Bradley wit preside. The con'
TAP? "ANNOUNCES
HIS POSITION
(Continued from First par.)
have the right to delegate to their
leaders the power to say when te
strike. They have also the right to
use persuasion with all other labor-
ers, who, are tutted- to take their
places in order to convince them of
the advantage to labor of united
action. .
"But any resort ta violence or tithe,
form of lawlessness on behalf of a
labor union properly merits and re-
ceives the Sharpest condemnattern from
the public."
i -When asked whether government
ownership of railroads; etc.. weak'
render disputes between operatives
and owners canter to adjust, he sail,
I Iteseedon of Tariff."I think not go. I think we would
i have the same diecusisione the same
!political controversies. And if we had
.
government ownership of railroads.
have yen ever eittnoti of the tre-
mendous power that yini-nre-pyittine
in he hands of a few men here in
Washington? The Lord 'knows that
the powers are PlIt1101(110/y I•oncentrat-
rd here' nos‘ -so much en, indeed.
that It is hard to get the basiness
pi epee y vOlidurtod. And ion put all
the railroads under the direction of
man or a set of men, you create •
power Altai may well make you trent-
b'e for the safeteeof.the repuie4c 7
As to the advisability of a rev s
of the tariff. Mr. Taft said:
'Spening for iiisclf 'and for no
one else. I believe that sines. the 'piss-
age ()I the Dingle. hill, there has becii
such a change in the 'ousiiims condi-
tions of the country that it would be
Site' to revise the schedules of th'e ex-
iseng tariff. The sentiment is grow
ine in the Republican party, and no
doubt a reasonable plan will be agreed
U eon.
Defeeds the Presideut. 
.
4'The change is certain to come,
and with it those schedules of the
tariff which have inequalities, and are
i-
egre,y-"ve, will be readinsleti."
Mr. Taft was partliaulaey emphat.e
in resenting the intimation that Presi-
'rapoidnsible for- the recent panic. and
"The course of the administration
has been directed against such organ,
ized capital As wee violating the stat-
utes of ihi. United States, and no
other,_
president has condemned the
law-breakers. He has put the fear
of the law, into their hearts. The
business men of the community as a
whole are hanest, and their methods
are sound. The president hes never
thought 'obi rs We, Ho has simply
made his fight for lawful toislitet.
tot :hods." I
Week Selhf Routh.
"Art you, an advocate of a greater
1121%v .7'." Mr. Taft was asked.
"I believe that our policy in the
p'ilippines has increased the ne--es-
site for a strutter navy. An adeptate
navy i- the greatest guarantee ot
. p• ace that we coti:ti possibly have -
a oavy vcromenititrate with one re-
soorces ..11n4 romniensurate with our
eoast line, and commensurate with
the cumber of dependencies ive have,
and commensurate with our popula-
tien. and romnensarate with our in
P atience ae a worel power
Speaking isf the coming political
struggle. Mr. Taft said:
"1 Wiese that noth eir that could
happen in the politics of this coestrv
would work greater advantage to the
country at large and to the south par-
titailarly, than the breaking lip of
what has been propi-rk km:4n as the
solid south.
':It takes ft long time to c-tortnca.
the white pc ople of the attuth,
gent, clesr-headed and energetie as
they are, that Ibis cry of negro +mil-
natiot is merely for the purpose of
solidirying their vote 01 the Demo
castle tilde and has no real Justifies-
tiob-Th fact."
MAYOR SMITH
•luded from ileiest Page.)
dente:- The Pinkertons said they
tried to get into the, game again thin'
day hut were informed that the Wins.
was full They reported and then
went back, but couldn't get in. This
led them to surmise that they bad
been tipped off, or the proprietor wit
sueolciotts of their persistence, -
When the officers arrived. Bailey
and Solicitor Campbell went up ',air.
When the proprietor responded to re-
pell-Q leounding on the door, while
the mayor stood at the front door and
Moore and Gourieux guarded the rear.
Only two men and the paraphernalia
were found.
1 Diaorderly Retest&The 'conduct of house" of 114 fame
scattered over the city and their eel:-
her Wm, TUlthul. iilliense was me.
of the things Mayor Smith was chiefly
Ihterested in, although he Intended
that the Invoattigationa should inelade
all forms of taw breaking In Paducah.
The detectives were employed when
Mayor Smith left Paducah the day of
the Republican county convention to
purchase a new buggy for his family
Malty surmises were indulged In as to
,'the reason for the mayor's departure.
Meet people tbebelb be went away to
George Made Good.
How He Boosted His Bargains In His Big N w St
ore Building.
(A Cantering Rhyme In Nine Cantos --Look For 
the Neat.)
CANTO VIII.
Soon George M. Good built a business block
To accommodate his trade,
And he ADVERTISED his increasing stock—
'Twas the way he still DISPLAYED.
And the way the folks did pour and pone
Into Merchant Good's three-story store
Was truly a sight, but it wasn't surprising.
Since the crowd wal caught by the ADVERTISING.
(To be continued.)
rived some thimght that aas the tea. hrotit it up it'-. too strode des n th'
son he left. The mayor didui t cote rental' a.s10. 1s he arrived beeide
fide in motet.., and the work of 111. %tonerel he reached lolo his. hip po•k-
dt teetives i.ottooNt ly dumfounded et and pulled tint a fiamitig rid ban'
those on shoe) dares handkerettlef, one of tki.• go4Pft
today. It was the moat sueeeesful old "Ka:touch' sort.
sitisade t'% .'r undertaken in Padneah -For ccodness sake. genii. men ''
Mayor smith toed he had warned asked It. stele tiosti.i. 'sterly.% of
*';vf7-ItotlY sltsireted of Jaw theta:um.. etweeleheeeete, ••wIai are 
)bet doing -
through the press. les eereage to the frying ii, liss it tr•in-
coulee:I. and through the tallier. that
sinalm.s- thatthe% enit..;-t,drids071t he4,sodir thhEisim ‘Ivar)gie Ma., 1Wpatrkch 0-2f :1 At --
arrest, 4 and fined. "Now I shall heel
wit 
an re e s. th drivers of the Italian car
to the line."nasaid the a”ir this Zust. it. the Neer YOrk-io-Parea auto
morning. -At:teller -ning woutil 
b. dixregarded jute aa these has.. been 
and  I shall sintolv do di. duty In each 
flIP4', eh - n the ccurt finishes with the
defendante."
The- K-eturky %term. *totem ate
in the worst pl.ght. The) have been
al rested and Indicted 14,,fore, and
%hen pri seated in the c ruiit court.
jedge carped tip iii
 off .artsoinden the car. They were: notkin-
Igr t' mod it, the teeting the horn
tutu the maeltine, me did they fear, the
tights 44f00 flashed on them She,
✓ natip. it at the ruttier tires and need
ettaide, .204 then the weapons were
liz't.:3414:ehli-efir',1.4)piucsekee peit5 of twenty'
to !I), Italian.
t.F.N, tett tESISF.I. Met :INS The Wttt Ku tituelti ['Jai c,inp
tin.
TrliM FORT4A:Jed- fin-I'd the unload:tit of 
no ear
St. Pet. rt-ltutg, March 23 1,teir ctitls of c,411 let° narg..s teda. It
G. o.. tithe yesterda, h. eau (his takrel ele 2: 01 -0.01 to un'oaell
• very,- ten )ears rn pi i.Loti for ,,es- / oat and would hi..e det., In
8.11 e• sun- 4 time but jee the r ,f“$0 41Ed
P0I1 th• th.. rk. r :This 1:1,31 vi!'l
A loom in the fort, s. of l',1'r ,1•.sn the Mississippi .1... mouth of
NIA 5' Pa..: a-fie:ling th,s; of it' a: the Art.an.as tit r e it se' he
Adui rat: bogatoff. sh, sirs Iol; a for i. Alice Ist.its
bete rot. '..r •-• fir stir ."..11!• to tho Jae-, . -
th
• TI -mu 
:o, s.. aa:.f,,,.711:2. • no--1:11.07.,amoi:va:rtt k
01111 is ! k, a tut', rat- 1.1. Imeator.4.--If 'boy are lae44l .41 only
Ito •• I* to Kane whet %ea tan "Memel to !wend."
see fettle. leo! 144‘.1....1
Permireon to refurnish his ee'l. The
Ore ers in the forteces run - a perste
iii.,0 of :net° i,„; Gon
tzt has b' '.n
The gene rai's t-ansf;••T tui go, fort -
it'e• yt eterila% was al:I Xi. "It.,4
Is'reisted well the v Tv Nov mu hopltis:
thst -4 ho erne, tag •wotild-.1Parion hi
11 f. fertress offie'ale were, not pr
par, 01 for s!i. There ess
teem and to +elite one th.•y
were ((pref.(' t() dlepolker se Van alert,
eho had served nder Atinefal *lee
ea toff.
- • - -
0111-711;We; Red 'Keveldef.
• Washington Corresporidenee of Bos-
ton Herald.)
That towering statesman, the Hon.
011.1c Janie*, of Kentucky. about whone
gonie wag has said that he Is designed
by nature for "picking bananas or
moving pianos." Is next to the most
lurid Members of the Sixtieth con-
gress. Representative. Harry Maynard,
of Virginia, the sponsor of the James-
town exposition, takes the Brat prise.,
He appeared on the floor oft the house
the other day in a spectacular vest
which made the electric llghtat pale
into Insignificance. No ordinary gar•
ment was .this. The lion. iluurk•
Cochran, who dresses always sedate--
4y. like a monk, turned faint, and
the Hon. Billy Seiner, of Tantsnany
Hall, when he beheld it mournfull
covered up his own green striped
waistcoat. the pride of his heart. bur-
ied his face in h'e totiestaise4 hands
ind-iiiiiiirTITte a child. - The' Haiiiid
vest stood ont in that aesemblage of
oolong like a poster ad. In front of a
variety theater. It aas purple. and
Oink, and yellow, and blue, and ecru.
all mixed up together. Now, May-
nard is bent on the hay-window plan
or arehlteeture, and mut 'a vest as
, his gets all the publicity In the warld.
He rauatered to a prominent llace' In
Id,, center aisle, thrust his thumbs In
his vest and ()emitted the world to
Itt ity avenue. and fitled aperro:.;.ttent
Infooctiot . aitaiust distederli houses..
win son apnea: h"fore him for
v!nlating the it:junction a6d epptemet
of enure anti lb. 'coeirt has the most
deistic nottior:ty to punish cow. toot
Chal.d!er a'0 Croai'a rate s Sri,
c,etie tosi AI Fatteda"
ITIONIP Titre 4104'ref()T01.41 10 rifles
sumti p Th ta ede. night neer
.riuug Vaery -to -did-re--the hang 
iliiituats awe).
The "Sr ass crimping along over a
iii ii tiC told whop Ito• Ilf wolves
413S•hva•gl 11P,h1t1d tlIPM. and the atii-
nisi. growing bolder ea• h minute,
WHEN
You Want Any
Printing
You Usually
Want it at Once
THE
Sun Job Rooms
Net 358
Does all kinds of printing
o<H>0
We have the men who know
how to do your work just as
It should be done, and we
make an effort all all time, to
give you just what you want.
Let us figure with you the
n:xt time you need any print-
log—probanly we can sere
you some motley. We know
we can give you aatisfartory
work, and give it to, you
sr
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• FAUX VIVS
NO PLACE FOR THEM.
'Hew delightful it would be If we could re•liz• th• ideal communityl one
without slim. and without vies.*
"Yee; but don't- yew think we'd miss the ecwspepe..?"
THE LOCAL NEWS
• -Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 4005S
I Broadway. Phone 196.
-Forma for real eetate agents to
Gale at this °Mee.
-Mr. H. C. Hollis* bag left the
nty for a few months. and I have ac-
e gulred an intereat in his busineas acid
shall look after it for him. Any In-
formation with • refereuce to any
branch of it will receive prompt at-
tention If you will call up The Su 
one.. Both phones 358. N. J. Paz-
-Dr. Warner. veterinarian. Treat-
Meat of domestic animals. Both
phones 131.
 •--__WeLcal_xtrezint_tke. inist_car-
lieges inlis city for wedding, ball
and theater calls. Our prices are low-
• •, er than those charged for like servioe
In any city in America. Our service
IS second to none, and this best In this
city. Palmer Transfer Company.
-Carriage work of all kinds
.1 Paint:ng, repairing, rubber Ores, etc.4r• pring wagons made to order. Wee dfficrIng ii‘elal Inducements for
rly orders. Sexton Sign Works.
Phone 4.01.
-For house numbers, door plates.
brass stentels, braes and idumnem
checks of all kindle, rubber type dens,
markers See The Diamond Stamp
Works, 115 South Third. Phone 351, 
- If yeu went 0 nice law-at-sow
Brunson's lawn graas seed. Flower
sopa that grow. Brunson's Flower
Shop, 529 Broadway.
-City isubacrtoers tc the Daily
sea who wish the delivery of their
Papers stopped must notify ou• col.
lectors or make the requeets direct
to The Sun office. No attention will
be paid to such orders when given
to carriers. -Son Publish ng Co. .
- W. F. Perry. painter end deco-
, 
A rotor. ,stintates kir:lisle-4. orlrre res-
t sonable. thd pli-lrie 1556. .ShNt and
. residence s•26 Clark.
- -Cameras, Cameras. ('attier:ie. and
kodak supplies 01 al kinds at R. I).
Clements Ss Co. 
place pugs (seders for weddine
Invitations at home. The sun Is
showing as great an assortment a'-
you will And anywhere, at prices
lour/ lower than you will have to
Pay elsewhere.
For wail paper of all ikon.
from the I h.lIpela to the best., see
Kelly & I•mleiegh, 321 Kentucky
avenue Both phonies.
The I•eiliseith chapter, Daughtee.
4,r M‘ CotifeileratJ, will this wee%
•
•
• 11
ste 4'
• •
• el*
. t
ea
HALF PRICE SAtf
Whiting's
Society
Stationery
For one week only, we are
going to have a big pp-cisl
sale of the famous Whiting's
Sot i-ty Stat'onery, in order
to reduce Our large stock.
We have the complete lin* of
box papers. selling ordinarily
from 25c to •3.00a boz,*brit
during this sale the prima
will be only
15c 1111.50
A lkoz
Gilbert's Drag Store
4th and Broadway
sitaams
send to Mr. Frederick Ttigh-
man, in New Vork. to be used ar the
first payment on the monument to be
elected in Lang circle, in memory of
Confederate soldiers who went out
'h out Paducah.
" The Rev. R. W of Union
t, Mission. Is looking for new
itiaiters for his work, as he will be
(foe -d to leave the present place,
.hire the work has been conducted
v.•ral y eerie the building being
ated to the Home laundry by its
present oener The laundry will Oc-
t tipy the huildinit April I.
Mrs. A. Woods. 85 years old, ap-
plied to the Charity club and the
niay or yesterday for transportation
north. The woman had come here
erupt North Carolina. but it developed
she had relatives at Kevil, and trawl-
- Mrs. Anna Indent. of Langstaff
avenue, has a monstrosity in the
shape of an egg laid by a Brahma
hen, the egg measuring 6 le Inches In
diameter and 7% inches in length.
The GeorOt Lae is due tonight
firm (lneinnati on Wee- Way-- to Mem-
phis.
-The McCracken County Medical
vociuly will meet tomorrow night at
is" o'clock in the office of Dr. Vernon
Blythe. The subject will be atlecend
Day Anemia."
J(1E" I RE4ISH)NIII4T.
storelter Terms la His Tracks nu the
Tariff Question.
Wash.ngton, I). C. March 23.-At-
p7 arkLowledeirg that the majority
.f the o•op'e die:red a revision of the
lenge y tariff -hedules. Speaker Can-
• t-n der!ar'd .n an Interview that the
'Is gide should have what they want-
H' eaid that tit: Dingiey tariff
had been in. ef'fect twelve Seen,, and
ti th•rks it about time to rsvitse it.
Ilwelr0g the ',resident in mind.."I•ii-
eie Joe" re mark d that -the tariff
should net ice r-vised at -the %ugwee-
Ion of any on- man, but be-ails,' the
people wanted It.
JR. WOODMEN'S CIRCLE
A Junior class of the Woodman
I lull' Ila:. organixid yesterday after.
Loon at the residence of fifee. A. L
teeman. Fourth and Wallihingtot.
-tr.. to. Gleat interest was manifest
ed In the organization, and the fol-
lowing ofneers were elected: Milt.
Maly C ark. guardian; Miss Leah
Redilit &delis& 'semen,
lerk. Jac% Harper. chaplain; Lillis
Knee, fle. attendant Ethel Harper.
sentinel: Lillr Clark. outrid. '
ratt04: Lodes,-. Is'-man. musician.
Weide% the 141(1 ill thee following are
-harter members: Elsie Wilson. Lou-
w. Lk, Sarah W I song. Celia
tat-ohs, Mend Rudolph and Mamie
Kilen) ill'. Regular meetings of the
•.110 A will he held and the girls will
be instrueted in the drill work by Mrs.
S. L. !Fenian and Mrs. James W.
'lark The volute people have taken
an Interest in the work and the cies-
-,romills to he one of merit.
EXIIXSION ONLV SETTLEMENT
--
Tardno Ifs. Interview With Kahn on
Jou Inunigretion.
Paris. March 2.-The Temps pub-
„lades a long interview which Its for
tin editor. Andrew Tardieu, had
with Representative Julius Kahn. of
San Francisco, In which the American
cengresentan declares that the Japa-
nese question can be definitely settled
only 'by the passage of a Japanese ex
elution bill.
Homy With Tax Mlle.
City- fetes are not due until June 1.
ati1rf1FIr1lrwtotrewortgit-fer-tito aver-
age Padachbau. but today City Clerk
Maertee Ileintyre, assisted by Mr. E
Wymond. an experienced book-
keeper. began Making out the tax re
eeints. The job is not a small OOP
and will keep the city clerk, and his
aseistant busy ter about six weeks.
After the (temptation the receipts are
tented over' Si Cie ?resolver Dorian
and collection lit begin lime 1
I fl-iclVII.G. of Louisville,IN SOCIAL CIRCLES C. M:Kinney,
For tenors,.
Mrs. James W. Clark, 1114 South
Fourtia street, will entertain the Man-
chester °Rive, both the junior and
senior classes, tomorrow evening at
her home in honor of Mrs. Daisy De-
Loath and Mrs. Thomas Murray, of
Memphis, who are guests in the city.
A pleasant evening is anticipated.
Amalvertory Celebration,
The Woman's Home Mission mocrety
of the Trimble Street Methodist
church Is entertaining title afternoon
at the residence of Mrs. A. M. Chas-
tuine, 5112 N.rth Eighth street, in eel.--
bration, of the fourth annivereary of
the organization. It is a pleasant so-
cial occasion and the Ladles' Aid so-
iiety and all the ladies of the church
are the invited guests.
'ti•oniressee 1.'ederated Clubs. to Nie0.1 at
Paris.
The Nasheelle Banner Kays:
"Plane arc being perfected which
will make the conye mien of the Ten-
Pfilitiee Federation of Woman's clubs
in Paris April 2.4-30 an interesting
and successful Occasion. With the re-
turn tomorrow from Louisiana of the
president. Mee. Denton MeMillin, the
final arrangements will be made, and
during her absetice her able assiatant
cemmittees and the other ()Were have
been actively at work. The Ve'oplan's
club of Part'.. which is hostess of. the
convention, held its lute meeting with
Mrs. S.'J. Houton Mareh _Is. when
convention plans were discussed. No
social program has yet been completed
but they expect to give two receptions
o:. the evenings of the 27th and 25th
for the delegates. The meetings well
be held In the court house and head-
quarters for the Federation will be
at the Caldwell hotel. The Paris Wo-
man's club, though but twelve in mem
bership, is very active and they have
the hearty co-operation of the eiti-
eens of the town who esteem the ap-
proaching visit of the.Federation quite
an honor. They will endeavor in ev-
ery way to make the visit as pleasant
as possible to those who come. Sev-
eral prominent Nashville woMen :are
on the program "
It is poest614 that a party of Padu-
c.43._ elute itomen,wIll co ever.to
for one day of the federation eipset
Mrs. John Bell, of Nashville. '1110 cap-
tured Paducah floOdtall'y as the guest of
Yr., Robert Recker Phillip, Last
spring, will be on the program. ts
Capt. E. W. _Crumbaugh will leave
tomorrow for Evansville to assume
management of a circuit of theaters
controlled by the Southern Vaudeville
company. He will be traveling man-
ager of the amusement houses.
Matter Mechanic Nash, Tratnmaster
Page and Traveling Magineer .Feeny.
today weal to Princeton. where Su-
perintendent Egan will held a staff
meetleg.
Mir. Robert H. Noble left this morn-
ing ,for Albuquerque, N. M., and a
three months' tour of the west. Mr.
Noble will visit elr A. A Trimble. a
former resident of Paducah.
Mire 011ie Wilson returned-Ibis
morning from Benton' where she vie
:ted friends and re let Ives yesterday.
Col. Mike Griffin w,,nt to Murray
this morning.
Mr. Ernest Purchase went to Mur-
ray this morning.
Prof. C H..Shrleves has gone to
Ilvansville and Henderson fOr severe:
The HmiCs iZsommhison
Smart Spring Styles
for Men Who Know
If question of being well
• dressed at little cost con-
cerns you, then you
should see our showing
of Sprihg Suits. Every-
thing up to the hour
and prices down to the
minute. Our motto: As
good as the best, better
than The rest.
SEE WINDOW DISPLAY
day. -0I inspect the schools and .sit
Is visiting friends in the city.
Misses Attie Dt Foster, Annie and
Elisabeth Williatosen, Louise Japes,
and Messrs. Grover Jackson and Mr.
Hemenway returned from Benton last
might, where they spent the day visit-
ing friends.
Mr. C. H. Bradley. of Murray, was
here last night.
Mr. _Carl Knowles returned from
Prince-Ion this morning, where he
visited friend" yesterday.
Paul. the six-months-old son of Mr.
and Mrs. 13. B. Jordan, 905 Tennes-
see street, Is recovering from au at-
tack of pneumonia. --
Marshal Bill McCullont. of Kuttawa
is In the city.
Mr. and Mrs. P ter Puryear, 927
Broadway, have a little daughter. who
arrived Saturday night In their home.
The Rev. David Cady Wright, ree-,
tor of Grace Episcopal church, left
this morning for Memphis. Tenn.,"
where he will deliver a aeries of Len-
ten noon-day talks to business men
under the auspices of the Saint An-
drew Brotherhood of that cit.,. The
lectures will last throughout tee week.
Mr. Eugene Richardson, who has
been ill in a hovpital in St. Louis with
•Yehold pneumonia, is improving and
in short time it is though he will be
able to be brought home. Mrs. E. B.
Richardson Is still at his bedside.
Mrs. C. W. Beaden, 433 South
Ninth street, is Ill of the grip.
Mr. henry Randle: of Clark'street,
is ill of the grip today'
Miti's Annie Crciokes. of Louisville,
was the guest of Miss Lulu Harem.
head nurse at Riverside hospital, yes.
terday. Miss Crookes and Mrs. Rich-
ard Clements left this morning for
California. where they will remain for
some time. s
Mrs. Richard D. Clements left last
night for bos Angeles. Cal., to visit
her sister, Mrs. R. Pi. Aehbrook.
Mr. H. C. Rhodes. returned last
night from a business trip to Louis.
elite.
Mr. M. J. Carney. one of the man
tigers of the Kentucky theater, was in
the city Sattrrday and Sunday on bush
nee. from Chicago.
Mr. Earl Palmer has returned from
an extended trip through Indiana,
Mr. L. D. Threlkekl, of Smithland..
who has been visiting here for two
dam_ left today for Marlon, Ill.
Mr. Roscoe Reed. who went to
Cincinnati lain Monday. returned last
night.
Mr. D. H. Thomas went to Kuttawa
today on business.
Mr. J. A. Hardy has returned from.,,
aim° weeka!_ visit to Texas with rela-
tives.
Mr. Joseph Radford, of Mayfield.
ix in the city.
The Rev. H. B. Taylor, of Murray,
irin the city today.
Mrs. Gray Gatlin Swann. of Murray.
is visiting friends in the city.
'Patrolman Elijah Cross. of Jackson
street, is ill today and unable to be on
duty.
The Rev. and Mn. M. E. Dodd, of
North Fifth street, will leave this eve-
ning for Fulton to visit friends and
rclatIves for several days.
Miss Eudore Farley left today for
Care Girardeau. Mo., Quincey.
and St. Lends. on a visit to friend,
Miss Parley will be gone until June 15.
FATHER 05' ,RN. DENANT
St•('('IL•MHS Tt) PARALYSIS.
- -
Mrs. F. C. Dunant. 516 Aadms
street, feet/lied a tekserarn this weer,-
log announcine the death of ber fath-
er. G. F. .Moore. 'NY years old. of
Cleveland. Moore had a paraly-
Ce streke Friday, but lingered until
ye eterday. He left two sons and (fur
daughters. Owing to illness Mrs.
Dement will not attend the funeraL
HOReatT DOWNING, ACTOR,
PREACHES FIRST SHIRMON.
Washington, Mareb 23.-Robert
Downing, the actor recently converted,
preached his first wermon hist night.
saying he has resolved to devote him-
self to atrial. He said he did not at-
tack the Wage, bet expressed the op.n.
ion that the theater is a pretty good
place for young men and women to
stay away from.
e- -
Attorneeler taloa Followed.
Attorney W. V. Eaton thought last
night that he was going to fall e vic-
tim to some ruffian. Mr. Raton was
taking a Sunday evening stroll down
Broadway about .6 o'clock, when he
was followed from Fourth street and
Broadway by a rough looking man, to
Second street, and up the-north side
of Broadway to the Palmer Howe .1
With *r. F. -G. Rudolph Mr. Eaton
stayed in the hotel about half an hour
and when he looked around the rough
looking stranger we. sitting on the
other end of his scat. The man fel-
lc:r t. weed Mr. Eaton as far as Seventha
Bad %Immo Warned.
Bud Simms. a colored dance hall
ploprietor, had-a bundle of switchei
left at his doorstep last night and the i
fellowhig botei.attached: "Bud. you
'net this." Simms Is somewhat
uneasy over his gift. He lives on Mill
street just outside of the eity limits,
and---liew-restdterlffillffireee..eal emsfe
and Ms given the count) °Meters but
little trouble. RImme is undecided
eliwther to leave the city or remain
aed see If anything happen*.
NEWS OF COUR1S
In Circuit tburt.
Suit was flied in circuit tour:. today
Ce. C. Diuguld against 4. D. Simp-
son, etc., to enforce the collection ot
a note for $50. 'secured by mortgage
John Jones filed a suit for divorce
against Emma Jones, claiming abate
donment. They were married in
1901 and lived together until 1e.17,
Jessie Thomas tied suit for divorce
(rem Ernest Thomas, alleging aban-
donment. They were married in 1904
and lived together until 1906.. 
In Pollee Court.
• The docket. _this morning was
Drunk-Milton Williams and Frank
Colljer, el and costs. Escaping chain-
gang-Frank Collier. continued until
tomofrow. Drunk and disorderly -
Jim Covington and C. W. Waterman.
$5 and costs. Breach of peace-Will
Butler and Bob MoDonald, colored
continued until Monday. Setting tip
and carrying on a game of chance-
G. A. Chandler, continued until Thurs-
day ; John Croal, continued until
Thursday. Fugitive from justice--
Walter Lee, $100. Selling liquor on
Sundjey-G. A. Chandler. two charges,
continued until Thursday.
Driebi Filed.
J. W. Hart to Alonzo Miller. 52 1 i
acres. $1.000. . -
Willie E. Ropse to. R. W. Allen.
property In Glenwood addition, $1
and other considerations.
Ed Babb to Delia Sawyers, one
acre, $50.
Marriage Licensees.
Fred Mazer and Hattie Beesley.
Will H. Beyer and Male Grouse.
Frank Major and Daisy Anderson.
County ("mart.
An appeal from Judge Lightfoot's
decision, lit refusing to permit an al-
leged will of Mrs. Alma May Griffith
to be probated, was filed by M. E.
Gilbert, who was named as executor
and beneficiary of the instrument in
circuit court Saturday.
The appeal consists merely of a
transcript of record from the coimty
court, a copy of the will offered being
attached.
JAPAN SHREW1) DIPIA)MAT,
Itu.sian View of Invitation to the
American Fleet. '
St. Petersburg, March 23.- The
invitation extended to the American
fleet vy Japan is applauded as a
shrewd move in diplomacy. The
Bourse Gazette, speaking of this,
says:
"America naturally could not re-
fuse the invitation, yet its acceptance
will serve tie a public attestation of
the peaceful intentions of Japan.
which Is especially needed at the Pre's-
ent time in rlew of her tottering finan-
ces and low credit. The Invitation
has a touch of the pictureeque-tomort
row we may tight; today be our
guests."
War an Imoondbility.
Paris. *arch 23.-The Journal Dee
Debate, in an editerlal today, inter-
prets the Japanese Invitation to the
American fleet as certain evidence
that war between these two countries
is not a porsibliity.__ In the opinion of
the paper. Japan realizes that there is
ample room for her emigrants in Ko-
rea and Manchuria.
The Diet of Royalty.
The emperor of Austria makes the
plainness of his fare something of a
hobby, attributing to it his long life
and good health. Milk porridge for
breakfast, a little cold poultry and
cheese for luncheon, and an equally
simple menu for dinner satisfy this
emperor of Austria and king of Hun-
gary. Scotch broth is the only soup
for which he cares.
The kaiser is somewhat uncertain
in his demands, although. as a rule.
his wants are simple. The German
royal kitchen is one of the beet equip-
ped and up-to-date In the wised. so
that unexpected demands are easily
His majesty's hellattlY 11.1)0141•6
Is usually satisfied with two or three
plain dishes, a small quantity of wine
and a glass of beer. The national
food-sauerkraut-has a firm friend
In the emperor. One of his favorite
breakfast foods is macaroni with
hashed liver. The empress prefers
WANT ADS. t
In
,
The
all
the
to
Subscribes% inserting walla ads
Pea' will kindly remember that
*ems to be tor whoasuch are paid
ad Is hummed, the rule APPIAN'
every one without exception.
ROOMS for rent 1216 Clay.
BOY WANTED-311% Broadway.
FOR heating and stevewood riga
437. F. Levin.
WANTED-To buy a good mach
cow. Ring New Phone 649.
ement,
phone
ROOMS FOR RENT-or half ten-
624 North Sixth street.
OVERSTREET, the painter.
2569.
ad
GO TO SOLOMON and have roar
spring sett made. Now at new store,
522 Broadway.
WANTED-Vein and fancy sewing
Satisfaction guaranteed. Miss Anna
Davis, 423 South Nineteenth street
FOR SALE-Good second-hand
mantle and grate fixtures. Apply 428
'South Fourth street.
FOR RENT-Three up-to-date
rooms for man and wife. All modern
Improvements. Old phone 1416.
1
I
1
I
I
i
1
I
i
I
'
_
FOR RENT- Five-mom cut tic
all modern conveniences. Inquire
North Sixth. .
FOR
Adam,
enth.
-FURNITURE-Jteupboisterea-,-
paired
New
RENT-3 room house. 431
street. Apply 310.2 North Sete
old phone 1i325.
re-
aro! bought at 205 South Third
Me:. 111.
J. Z. MORGAN-lionie aboalitif.
general repairing, rubber tlrim, OP
South Third,
WANTED-To rent three or tout
room cottage. State location and
price. Address M., care Sun.
FOR RENT-Six-room house, 231
South Fourth, bath and all modern
conveniences. Phone 2100.
ieteR Re:NT-Nine rimm house on
90 foot lot. High and dry, 410 South
Tenth. -J. A. Rudy & Sons:
"LOST-Turkey. Finder return to
nil South Fourth and receive re-
ward.
FOR SALE-Two 'bedroom suits
and one Quick Meg) range, almost
new. Apply 42 Washington.
English cooking, roast beef being her VANTIF5--A good barber to take
favorite dish. charge of shop. No drunkard need
A favorite dish of the king and apply. W. T. Goodman, 1705 Meyers
queen of Italy was invented by their street, eft/.
cook, and conghts of artichoke fried
and supplemented by the crests and
livers of socks.
Roast+ suckling pig is extremely
poillitar on the Russian imperial table,
as well as chicken and veal cutlets
The czar is especially pleased when
his cook prepares a dish known as
vananeki. which is composed of smith
pastries doubled and stuffed with
either forcemeat. cabbage or plum
Jam, the whole being covered with
rich cream.-Harper's Weekly.
IVARRArr iS SWORN 01-1'
- FOR ARREST OF P. E. KM'.
Concord, N. H., March 23 A war.
rant for the arrest and extradition
from...Pape. of Paul E Roy, charged
with the murder of hie 'prettier-1n law,
Ice! Ice! Ice! George CarkIne. SAS received today
For prompt delivery and fall by the governor from President Roemei
weight call Independent Ice Co. Both vett; The president wrote that the
Pilaus. 1St state department has asked for the
- -  'return Aif Roy. i
When meet, 1, al hand there isn't I
vs, In ,410174ing
HOME on easy paements, four
rooms, two porches, pantry. etc., Mc-
Cracken Real Estate & Mortgage Co
New phone 62, old 765.
GWT ()UTIU-Tild cult Of list year
and hays it cleaned and pressed by
James Duffy, 'South Ninth near Broad-
way, and It will look like new.
--atilt -A good ride if you don't
buy your buggy. phaeton or surrey
from Powell. Rogers & Co Incorpor
ated, 131 North Third, et Feet.
-FOR-RENT-March 11. dwelling
1627 Jefferson street. 9 rooms, All
Modern conveniences. Hot witterfer.
flare. Apply to Wm. Hughes at Po-
dveah Banking Co.
rots sul.10--Ail of houseivnTh
goods including 1114 drugget,, furze
lire, curtains. etc. Breaking up house
keeping. Goods been in see only one
year. Dr. W. F. Alver. 410 . North
Fifth street.
1-1;014T--7-three weeks ago, white
pointer, slender, two Hier spots nu
turn to C S. Sharp. 132
YOUNG MEN to prepare tor exam.
Or railway mail and other "We I'D-
eat isosit Ione. Superior instruction
y mail. Established 14 years. Thou-
of successful students. Seth-pie
nestions and "How Government Po-
itione are Secured." sent free. In-
er-State Schools, 564) 2nd Ave., Cc-
ar Raplds, Iowa.
Hardware
Mantels
Housefurnishings
Stoves and Ranges
Refrigerators
Ice Cream Freezers
Water Coolers
GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.
Incorporated.
 No
kg FOR SALE-I National cash reg-
ister, cheep. Apply at Pollock'. 333
Broadway.
LOST-Ombra white net velf-fte--
turn to Wolff's jewelry store and re-
ceive reward.
?OR RENT - Nicely ferniehett
front room. All coneenienoles, 837
Jefferson,
FOR SALE-InCur go-Oil-l-i-arees in
excellent condition. Johnston-Denker
Coal 'Co. Pones 203.
FOR SALE-Certificate good fee
$85 on purchase of Baldwin piano or
pianoia. Address J. L. R.. care Sun,
stating what you will give for It.
FOR SALE--% horse power 540
volt motoi. Inquire at Mechanics '
'Foundry and Machine Co., 214 Wash-
ington street.
- FOR RENT-Apri1,22nd. Seven. 
roomfiat second floor, Thompson
apartment house 417 Washington
street. Phone 2130.
FRUIT Trees for sale cheap. Sev-
eral kinds and varieties. Albert R.
Sheeran, Paducah, Ky., R. F. D. No.
2, old phone 626-1.
MAKE $1,21.10.04) monthly. One
agent did.. You can-It's easy. Ex-
perience unneceseary. New Invention.
vides bathroom for 25.00. Used
everywhere. Quick seller. Allen
Mfg. Co., 325 Allen Bldg., Toledo. 0.
e
FOR SALE-64 acres, eight mheis
ast of Brookport, Ii. No better lane
n Illinois. Barn 60x44, four room
ottage. good fences, fruit, on R. F.
. Price for a few days, 82.500.
e Sharp. Hogan's grocery, 122 Ken-
ir
ucky avenue.
Origin of the !elevator.
The elevator originated in Central
urope. The earliest Mention of the
elevator is made in a -letter of Napo-
leon t. addressed to his wife. the Arch
duchess Maria Imulse. fie writes to
her that when in Sehoenbrunn.',then
the summer residence of the Austrian
emperor, near Vienna, he used the
"chair-, rolornte" "flying chair) in that
-Retie which had been constructed for
Emprese Mar's Theresa. It complet-
ed of a small square room sumptu-
ously furnished with hangings of red
silk suspended by strong ropes with
counter weights, so that It could
be polled up or let down with great
ease in a shaft built for the purpsee
about 1760.
(unite for, Anxiety.
The baby was slow about talking.
and his event was deploring that feet.
Four-year-old Elizabeth listehed
"Oh, mother," she ventured at
length. "do you think he'll grow up
English We couldn't any of us iin-
lecrstand him if he turned out to be
French!--- March Lippincott's.
Tart in Moving Pictures.
Washington. C., March 23 Ws('
retary of Wee Taft was photographed
,y a moving piettire machine "artist. '
otro, desired to get views of tise
lbloan In the role of war secretary.
lie evolutions at Fort MeN•n- 001010
la the desired opportunity
-Mee yea beers flesied how
nueh save /roam your 1
A
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News Notes From the Sunday Papers.
'The high court of Venezuela his
handed down U decision, from whir 
there is no. appeal, agalu_st tht Slane n
company and the Orinbe:O coattail).
limited, American concerns, atinuliing
the famous Fitzgerald concess.an, tin-
der which these companies claileed
rights in Venezuela.
The statement of the New York
clearing house banks for last week
shows that the banks hold $37.424,-
454) more than the requiremenla
the 25 per rent reserve rule. This is
an inerease of $6,759.376 in the pro-
portionate ca.h riseive S conipared
with the previous week.
It is reparted in St. Petersburg that
the Russian governnient !Mends to re-
, move Vim. Admiral Dikoff (ruin the
.nrinistrY of marine and entruet the
ministry to some man who will make
-a special effort-to secure the battle-
' ship applopriation front the douma.
The Rhodes Fisher:art:hip committee
for Kentucky has selected Winchester
Stuart. of Oweralsoro, as the Ken-
tucky representatha at Oxford Col-
I s'Ettity, England, this year. Stuart
, • • ' . the
versity.
Both houses of the Maryland legis-
lature hate pase j a bill fixing saleroa
listaiscs for nue:More. Saloons and
clubs now paying $250 annually will
pay Voitt next year. $750 the yeas
ft/lowing and serer') the thitd year.
Tb_lkrrso will then remain ate
eteinte
A cab:. grass from Pekin says the
Chinese authorities i,ui Maich 17, in-
augurated a series of who'esale ar-
rests of reformers and suspected revo
ttelonii-ts and lip ei the present MIL_
:to c5. thin loti nit ii have been taken
ito custndy.
It nili (o,t the Unitel elates $7741,_
Dior a ye.ar for the .upervision tf rale
as , 04:Its under the present
mune ree
I „I1el/111.!:,Iil: of the Eighteenth met-
gressional district. of Illinois met in
IMMO\ 
I 
NEW R_ESTAURANT
In Rear of Saloon at 129 5. Second Street.
Sam C Smith has e (flipped his new restaurant and serves everything
up to date Meals 25e. Hot and co d lunch served at, all hours.
Will C. Stanford, M.Inager. Cordially invites all his friends to call.
 -011111111111111a
YOUR FUTURE
may look bright and prosperous-but a "calm always
precedes a storm." Prepare for the storm in your
life-for tbe time when you wilt need money-there
is only one way to do it-save, and you will be sure
of the future.
Start today-a dollar will do it.
We pity 4 per cent interest on all savings ac-
counts if left with us six months or longer.
Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank
211 Broadway
Now Ready for Business
 NEVV
PATTON STEAM LAUNDRY. 
Seven hand Adams 
"THE new Patton Steam Laundry, with a
complete equipment of the newest and
most modern.machinery, is now ready to re-
ceive your work. No detail which will add
to the quality and appearance of our work is
missing; we guarantee you
Better Work for Less Money
NEN PlIoNE 5711.
Shirts 8 Cents Collars 2 Cents
Just Give Us a Trial: That's All We Ask
EARL PATTON
Manager
WE SELL
Heating Stoves
A N D
Refrigerators
Ncl Matter How thie
Temperature Goes
We Can Supply Your Wants
L. W. HENNEBENER CO.
ii. 'ampere fed. r
"The House of Quality"
00. maw 110T1 NM lb,
Dirifille and adopted r-.7-olut.oni- pre-
renting the name of Speaker Joseph
O. Cannon for the Republica.n presi-
dential nomination. .
Whep Mrs. 8. a Buraette, of Ken-
ton, 0., went to gather eggs in the
hen coop. she was kiiied by the dis
charge of a gun which her husband
had bet to kill thieves who had been
bothering the chickens.
The motion for a new trial for-Gle-
seppe Al:a was denied at Denver by
-hetet' Whitney, who eturtemeet the
prisoner to be hanged during Ike week
beginning July 12.
Franklin Bartlett, counsel tot
Harry K. Thew and Mrs. William
aw, denies that there hod been any
disagreement among the' members of
the Thaw family.
Senator B. R. Tillman.- of South
Carolina. is seriously ill at his home
at Trenton, suffering with a return of
the disease which affected his health
three years ago.
The threl-men charged with rob-
bing the Great Northern Orieutal
Limited laid September broke jail at
Helena, Mont., and made their es-
cape.
Rhode Island Democrats in conven.
tioa at Providence decided to send 41)
uninstructed. delegation to the Denver
conventi..n.
Indiana coal operators have issu;d
I
a call fot a meeting at Terre Haute
Tiresilay for the purpose of diecasalug
a wage seale.
The cruiser Buffalo will sail from
San Diego for Magdalena Bay Tues
day with mail and suppiles for the
battleship fleet.
Abraham Hummel sealed for Etas
rope Saturday on the Lusitania. The
Duke of Abruzzi sailed on the same
.tste'amer.
The condition of Senator Bryan,
Florida, is somewhat improved anu
his physicians hav.h some hopes of his
recovery.
The death of Joaquin A. Medina,
the first vice-president of Salvador,
has jail been an..cunced. ,
Advices recelved a' St. Petersbu -g
from Y..snaya say that Count Tolstoi
has siiftered a relapse ;
Ns,A Mexico Iteter4:icans Instructed
the:- ddegates for 'Tuft first, last and
a:: t;.e time.
DON'T COMPLAIN.
TIf your chest pains and you are un-,
able to sleep because of a cough, buy abottle of Mallard's Horehound Syrup
end Yea won't leave any'resugh. Oat a
bottle sow and that cough will notlast long. A cure for- ati pulmonary
dis•eases. Mrs. J-, Galveston Texa
lard's Horehound Syrup. The relief It
has given me Is all that la necessat7tor me to say."
Sold by J. IT. shischlaeger. Lang Bros.
and C. 0. Ripley.
Try the Bea for Jeb Work.
RENT
FOR
Rooms over
Lendler & Ly-
don, now oc-
cupied by Dr.
Stamper.
Possession
March 1, 1908.
LEN D LER
LYDON
Prescriptions
Are ecenteeinded
us with careful at-
tension which in-
sures the carrying
out of your physi-
cian's instructions
properly, as *ell fp
the use of the beat
grades of ingredients.
Deliveries will be
made promptly to
any part of the city.
S. II. WINSTEAD
Sleep •
Bleep is nature's re-
building period, when the
energy used by the brain,
muscles and organs is re-
newed. If you lose sleep,
your system is robbed of
the strength sleep should
gixe. Continuoi loss of
sleep multiplies this loss
until you become a phys-
ical wreck. Dr. Miles'
Nervine quiets the irri-
tated nerves and brings
refreshing, invigorating
sleep. Nervine contains
no opiates and therefor
leaves no bad after-effects.
'Poe over two years I suffered un-
told agonies: my friends thought /
Wog gone, cramp. I could not sleep
nor rest at all. I tried different doc-
tors, bus failed to find relief. My
head would ache all tbe time; I was
like one .trunk; could not conoentrat•
ony mind, and was so restless and
worded that shop was out of the
question After taking one bottle at
Ners in I ft-It wonderfully
changed. I am now on my third bot-
tle and am gaining all this time. I
eon lie down and sleep Itke a cbSII.
and am able to do my work."
MRS. MAY SCOTT, (lash. Int
Veer druggist seas Or. Mass' Num.
hot, and we authorial, him to niter*
price of first botto (only) If It tans
ye bassetot you
Mike Medical Co..- Elkhart5Ind
MASCOT
MASTER J.Uilkei E. ENGLIeM,
LOUISVILLE COLONELS.
Paducah Youngster Has Pkture Pub-
. lb.hed In Courier-Journal
Sunday.
The Sunday Pourier-Journal print-
ed a good piteure'of Master James E
English, of Paducah, who will tw the
inasite-eionis
leagste baseball team This year
little fellowfellow was in full uniform with
a catcher's glove on his hand and a
bat thrown acrose his shoulder. Man-
ager Burke. of the Louisville tenni.
and -I. E. English, of Paducah, father
of the lad. are close friemia, Laving
been assoe)ated together in St. Louis
several years ago.
A MARY
Should be aunibins In the home, and
will ha if you give it White's Cream
Vconias-Jrn. the greatest worm Medi-
cine ever offered to 'tittering humanity
This remedy le her ing the perma-
nent fixture of well-regulatee hoiaae-
holds A mother with children can't
Fret along without bottle of White's
Presto S'ermiftiore in the house It is
the purest and best medicine that
money can buy.
Sold by .1. H. orklecalseger. Lang Bros
and C. 0. Ripley.
CLEOP.ATR.I'S V.614,1 1-`111*ND.
Beautiful Relic Rearing a Portrait ot
Julien Career nearthed.
Philadelphlie-Diecoveries in th•
field of Egyptian archaeolegy, in--lud-
ing a beautiful vase of marvelous
workmanship. which inscriptions tend
to show to have been the property of
Cleopatra. end upon which Is painted
a portrait- of Julius Caesar in the emi-
tume of a Greek god. have been made
by the Randall Maeiver expedition of
the University of Ikuinsyltania. wierb
has leen at work at Anitwh, a famous
:slig.ous shrine of the ancient Is:gyp:-
tans, since last November.
N• wis of tht diseover.es reached thia
a few days ago In a letter from
Dr. Maeiver, who IS curator of th-'-
Egyptian section of the museum of
science and art at the university. to
Eckiey B. COM, chairman of else
Egyptian section of the museum.
The announcement of the results
attained up to this time by the
dition.:which are said to eclipsw any
finds ever made he esivelitione sent
out from this country, were made yes-
(Erda) by Mr. COIL2 it the. mu.-eem.
The precious Caesarian vest.,
It isis expected will rank with the Yen-
its de Milo and 'the Hermes of Prax.:e-'1
lee as one of the few Immortal art
i legacles left by afitiquiy to moderncivilization. waa found !a an ancient
i:tonab about a mile north of the city
of Anibeh proper, where the tombs of
!many °idle highest nobility of Egypt
at the time of the Ptolemies have -
.11wen 
unearthed. III
Although the, discovery of the vase ‘In
overshadows all else accomplished by
the expedition, several other Import-
and finds have been made. Five (*sk-
eet of Roman period have 'been found.
Inscription's -bearing up disputed dates
, in the twentieth dynasty of the Omit-
Use kings have been unearthed and
between ISO- and 204 specimens of
!pottery, including Inscribed water
Jug*. have been discovered.
FIRST OF SEASON
PLANT BEDS OF TWO I' ARMERS
tit CAPER
Marauders Fired left I • %fuer
Their 1,41•4s.
Their Mantis.
Hopkinsville, March 23.---The first
instance of plant bed destruction Iii
Christian county this istaiion is report-
ed from, the Honey Grove neighbor-
hood in the eastern portion.
Thursday night a large plant bed
on the farm of J. B. Carpenter. the
joint property of Mr. Carpenter and
a cropper, G. H. Vaughn. was com-
pletely ruined by being dug up with
hoes. After eohipleting their work
the marauders fired a number of snot -
into the ale, which were heard by scs
eral of the people living in that etch)
ity and by Mr.' Carpenter. JudelnL:
from the tEacks which were left Ogle
to ten -men were In the party.
Both sufferers from this raid are
embers ,of the association. Mr
Faughn has been. a member of the
organization for some time. Recent-
ly Mr. Carpenter signed the agree-
ment which is now twrin.t:ed be the
county executive committee whereby
he signified his Intention of Joining
the association as soon as the books
aria mewled.: -Neither can assign a'
reason for the destruction. e.
414.m.•••=, 
It Dore the Ihmisella. •
Mr. K. E. Chamberlain. of Clinton.
ine, says of Bucklen's Arnica Salve.
"It does the business: I have used it
for piles and .t cured them. Peed It
for chapped hands and it cured them.
Applied it to an old sore ard it healed
it without leav.ng a scar behind." 25e
it all druggists.
Added a Let's, Sulphur: Doctor-
Did your husbund follow my dorm.-
tions7 Did he take the medicine I
left for him religiously?.
Patient's WifW--1'm afraid net
doctor:, he swore every time I gave
_him a dose -Boston. Transcript.
ALICE noesirivrviris sirwonrire
Was something to be resorded In the
annuls or history. Iirrte • has been
regulators. A positive eure for Bilious
Headaches, Constipation. Chills sad
trever and all liver complaints. T. C.
Smith. Little Bock. Ark., writes:
"lierbilne is the greatest liver medullae
known. Thiel. toed It for years. It
does the work.**
Sold by J. IT. oehischLsegoe, Lang Brea
•-• 0 1121T.I4m.
S.
Rubber Stamps and Sup-
plies, Numbering Ma-
chines, Band Daters, etc.
AU,
KODAKS
We have two spediii.1
values to offerTn Ko-
dirks. Drop in until
let us show them tol
yon. Booklet Free.
Mc PH ER.SON'S
DRUG STORE
etternst
1 A rid remember the next time you snifferfrom puln----eatiseti by damp weather-.when your head nearly bursts from
i nnorolgrits--try tranarie• Sinew Lini-ment. 11 will cure /w o A prominentbusiness man of Hempstead. Texas,
! writes. "I have used your ihilment.Previous as 11111111. II I Was a great hur-
1 ferer from Resumatism and Neuralgia.
I am pleased to say that now T am free •
from tins*. complaint.. I am sure I
I owe this to your liniment"
Sold by J. H. oetasetitaeser. lens Bros.
and C. 0. Ripley.
I 
I, 
The professor's wife-"Yon haven't
kissed tee for a week.
FIRST CUSS LIVERY
MODERATE PRICES
Theme are the foundations upon
wiiich we are building SUCC01111.
our horses are groomed to the
pink of reeldithin always &odour
equipment the best, yet our
prices araextrprnely reasonable.
Fen Gine you want to take a
drive, just (all
HAWLEY AND SON
Enter Phu 411421
1N itlfersie
Carpet Cleaning
Phone 121
Ikew City Laundry andCarpet Cleaning Works
YOUR COLLARS'
LIFE LENGTHENED
Double fold mud wing 3ollitrs break if
the sollars are folibd when the seam is
unevenly dampened. We hire a mus-
cling) that dampens these collars just
right; the result is velvety smoothness
on every edge. . • . • . . • . . •
Star Laundry
Both 1-5honesis 200. 120 N Pourth St.
ELECTRIC FAN NOTICE
All clectric fans should be cleaned, oiled
and 41tcd teforetietaLput into usc. 1)0
IT NOW. .• .• .• .• .•
FOREMAN BROS. ELECTRIC CO.
121-123 N. Pssurth
City Transfer Co.
C. L. Van Meter, Adan9ger.
All Kieds of Hauling. Second
and Washington Streets.
Warehouse for Storage.
Both Phones 499.
SAVE MONEY ON YOUR MAGAZINES
It Is a groat deal dimmer to place annual subscriptions to sev-
eral nzagazinee at this some time and order them all together from
us. than it is to buy the same magazines singly or eubseribe to them
separately. Combination e:ub offers are now made by wilieb sub-
scribers to several megazines an secure bargee) prices. sometimes
ge•tting three or four megssz.nes for the price of one or two. Sub-
srriptiens may be sent to different add reases. if desired, and may be.
gin,w11h any mouth. Let vs know what nrsnesioes you are tak-
mgynow or what inagaslaso you want to take best year, and we will
sole the combination piles, mhos 1 tag saving to be erected.
SAIMPLE BARGAINS.
McClure's Istageyin• $1.54 Cosmopolitan
or American
Reader Mirtarine.... 5.00
Metropolitan ..1.1111
or World Today
or Woman's Houle -
Companion $5 00
All for $3.00, Bali Price Weekly Litter Ocean
Reader Magasioe and INsrmer $1 00
Reece of Reviews ..3.00e McCall's Magazine .. .60
or Outing (with pattern)
or Ainstee's Rome Magazine.... 1.00
or Smart Bet
$6 00
Both for 113,90, Half Price
Home ifaga,.ine I 00
Mcciure's . .1 60
or Cosmopolitan
or A merican
or Somme
$3.60
•• Both for 111.65
- -  - -- -
Complete flaberriptioa Catalogue, with beautiful Harrison Fisher.,
cover, listing all magazines singly and la clubs at lowest rates, sane
you free on receipt ot postal nerd revisit
. $100. 
Home Magazine ..1.00
Success ....1.00
or American
$3 00
All for 1C.11.30
AB for Bina.
Designer..
(with fashion.)
Cosmopolitan ... .. 1.00
Reader Magazine .. 300
$2.50
Half Pries.
.. $0 60
$4.50
All for $11.410
Central Magentas Agency • • Indianapolis. Indium.
The Bobbe-Merrilloompaay.
The Best Carriage
Senice In Paducah
Ten we. han/lsenic wall
A pp, I rlI4,̀1 carriatuls
when I serve you We
give prima personal at-
bention at all timea
HARRY AISIDRISCirt,"111 bit E 915
. •
Drugs/1st
Seventh and 8 csassay,
Botb ls.es no
-ft .....eeetteeetha--
Professor fabeent-mind,dive -
Ali prayers? Then, who is It I here
TILE P 1DTTATT \ INC ql-NT P 4.G12 FIEVS'711.
EOM
I
IMMIN•
WEIN
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0
0
0
0
nom..
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•
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DGAR W WHITTEMORE' 1".""--"-L"
Paiduceb People Age Doing All They
'ffin for Fellow sufferer's..SEAL ESTATE
• AGENCY •
FREE '
REAL ESTATE PRICE Lisr.
C.S. Soma ser Telselests• (or it.
111•••••113.5. FRATERNITY BLDG
PADUCAH. KY.
H' NEW STATE HOTEL
• '
4
•
•
•
MATRA !Po LIS, ILL.
10 A Batley, Prim.
Owens and bees hotel In the chi
late, 42.00. Two large sample
ammo. Bath rtionue-Electric Lights
II. oat, ceatraily located Motel b
Is. city.
GOMIAMECIAL PATRONAGE $O
LIMED.
OE EOM a TNETOISSIGII EMS
PACKIT 001111PANY.
(IlarorporeSetL)
FOR THE TENNENSEE RIVES.
STEAMER CLYDE
Leaves Paducah for Teanessioe ItIves
Every Wednesday sit 4 p.
A. W. WRIGHT Manes
EUGENIC ROBINSON  Garb
Th'it company ts not reeponall..•
ter invoice charges unless eolleeter
by tb• clerk of the boat.
Speciet excursion ratell from Pads
est to Waterloo. Fare for the moult
trip $/1.00. Leaves Pulses& ever)
Wednesday at 4
PADUCA ANT
C.AUI0 LINK
(laceswematoil.)
EVANSVILLE-PADECIAR 11/1ORNFI
(Daily Illseept Sunday.) '
Steamer, Joe Fowlif-and Nati
Ropktnit irate Padacab far IrrEalt
vile and wig landings at 11 a. m.
STKAMER DICK. FOWLER
I*ar Paducah for Cairo and wa
landings at $ a. in. sharp, daily, ex
cept Sunday. Special etcurslon rate.
now In effect from Paducah to Cain
and return. with or without mos!,
arid mint. Good mulls and table ur
surpassed.
For further information apply ti
/1„A. Fowler, Gereral Pass. Agent, 0
Often Fowler, City Pus. Agent, a
rowler-Crumbaugb & Co's 01Ie•
First sod Broadway.
IAD CURE Tin LUNC81
KILLTha COUCH
Paducah testimony has Veen pub-
Halted to prove the merit of Doan's
Kidney Pills to Milers la Paducah
who suffer from bad backs and kid,
ney Ills. Lest any sufferer doubt
that the cures made by Duan's
Kkinee Pias are thorough and last-
ing, we produce confirmed proof--
statements from Paducah people say-
ing that the cures they told of years
ago were permanent. Here's a Padu-
cah case:
J. ass Wooten, retired, of 1403
Burnett street, Padueuh, Ky., says:
"About VPVFX1 yPiTIC ago I gave asstate-
rn.lit for publication', telling of the
ma at merits of Doan's * Kidney PiI
SiIçl what they had doe° for me Atter,
whet remedies had -failed to even
help me. I was at that time a suf-
ferer front backache and kidney trou-
ble of )ears standing. My 'rest at
night was greatly broken and my
health was greatly run down. I
learned of Doan's Kidtit•y Pills and
procured the at DuBois & Co.'s drip,
store. 1 took Medi as directed and
eas greatly benefited. This was seven
yeas,: age and at this time. February
I. 190-7, 1 think VY(..11 more highl)
of this remedy than I did then, as It
has etood the (6.st. I moat heartily
endorse Duan's Kidney Pihs."
'saw sale by all (tillers. Prlee50
'Poster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
N. Y., sole agents fiir the United
States.
Remember the name-Doan's-
and take no other. 8.
A Cure for Misery.
'1 have found a cure for the-misery
malaria poison produces," says R.
J31111.11. of Luellen, S. C. "its called
E'ectrle Bitters, and conies in SO cent
bottles. It breaks up a case of chills
or a helloes attack in almost no time.
and It puts yellow Jaundice clean out
of eenunission." This great. tonic
medicine and blood purifier gives
rites)/ relief in all stomach, liver and
kidney complaints and the misery of
lame hack. Sold under guarantee at
all drugifinta.
Knicker-etrhat did the doctor
recomMend for a diet?
!locker Ile cut .out everything ex-
cept the tip to the waiter. -New
l'oik Sun.
Itelitigatones - This here country is
prestitc-hoe daere-preetwaroae.- -
Tat tehloo That's right. I was
i-ailige71 to refuse sfit Jobe )1stidy.
J. W. COLEMAN
Druggist
Ele•enth arid C•Idw•II 3Ire•t•
soecresos TO C 0 11011. t V
Prtunptiast Carsivily fasoinded.
All the patent medicines and
toilet articles advert;sed in this
paper are on sale at/
McPherson's Drug Store
I Fourth and Broadway.
30 000--
EC P
OPERsiMIS are WAN Tl•-.1) on account of new
a-hour law. Mtliwty -wires are cut Into
lirsu3t,,,11.5c .11, - eltudeldr use.
Pig)! Dr. Ruigs insists pOlrelt c•,ffirillibi..,at h.• «achest•". iw ares•pt•
New Discovery '
FOR C8E8P8
AID ALL THROAT PRO S MMES.
GUARANTEED SATISFAOT011
OR MONEY REFUNDED.
mmownwpwassimissommisini
ILLINOIS CENTRAL EX-
CURSION BULLETIN.
The following reduced rates
are announced:
MARDI GRAS
New Orleans, La. March
111011.
For the above occasion the
Illinois Central Railroad com-
pany will sell -round trip tick-
ets on February 28, 27, 38,
29 and on March 1 add 2,
19n 8, for 115 95, good re-
turning until March 10, 1908.
For information, apply to
City Ticket Offlee, Fifth and
Broadway or Union Depot.
J. T. DONOVAN,
Agt City Tioket Caw
1111 
ILK. MAMMA
Agent Union Dope
711 we tom of th•IT.
i•rporte wilts
morn !took ceiang 'X mouths Maui
thry In -1
the Slinrt trrausdn n teaches _drianwr
Drumm. ir veil 
contracts,hu, k,-,ltry (-Nanor 80001.
ss00.000.00 capital, and III pore'
to wears pisigoons tomer reasonable
0,n.litkor. or refund lull on. VistatontleCon.
Sniffing tbs crkh•nco of •II the above facts,
111 411.Y.S. A,Mn..sJno.r.Drausbua.Prest.
SHORTHAND
POSITIONS
DRAUGHON'S
PRACTICAL BUSINESS COLLEGI
g .18 .0 - S 55 AIM/
, (Incorporated.)
PADUCAH--814 Broadway,
or Memphis or SI. 151U1 4,
'Pesiucelf.Itf21
When you want quali-
ty, either in cut flowers,
floral designs or plants,
ordcr from
BRUNSON'S
FLOWER SHOP
521 Brainy. BO lions 3111
HENRY AMEN, Al•
111111110VW TO MIAS ANIII
I
lea 'Mai& am* Woe% Lei
sal Mimi Wads a esedolig.
SPECIAL MESSAGE
SENT THIS WEEK
On 1411Ves Which the President
Wishes Passed.
ektent But.iiiess Tell What estutwil
1114. 1.11111(• Mid 111('111/111(1 Its cor-
rect 14,11.
LEADERS AT THE WHITE HOUSE.
lAambington, March 24.-According
to an official statement issued from
the white house. the president prob-
ably will send a message to congress
this- week containing explicit reeotn-.
mendations eoncerning the legislation
which 15' feele that congress Mould
enact before the close of the present
session.
Although the specific legislation is
not mentioned in the statement, it is
learned from an authorities. source
that it will embody the folToeing:
Currency, legislation along the lines
of the Aldrich bill.
A new employers' liability law.
A law limiting the power of injunc-
tion.
Amendment of the Sherman anti-
trust law so as to permit traffic agree-
menet. pooling arrangenients and oth-
er proper coniliinations, under goys
ernmental restrictiene.
The peerage of a mreieure provid-
tdir for an inveetiffallon of the tariff
Schedules by a commission, preferably
consisting of the wa)s and means com-
mittee of the house and the finance
committee of the eenate, with a view
to a revision of the tariff at a special
session of congress to be held Otte.
March 4, 17019.
Leaders in Conteresce.
Thlrannouncenient of the president
was made after a lengths...conference
- -
the ouutimmai of their utile/alas 4114
also those of large industrial corpora.
now, for utter disregard of the laws
of the natesti and the state. When
these things sic considered no one can
express surprise that the confidence of
the people should have been shaken.
"To you, Mr. President._ we accord
the credit due tor compelling a respect
of the law by the great and tlit small
alike.
We ask you, Mr. President. to In-
dicate to congress the corrective mem-
urekyou deem it necessary to take."
The president's statement closes
with the following words:
"A Subcommittee, consisting of
Messrs. Hell, Wacker, Smith and Top-
ping, called on the pmeldent at the
efilee--tishrtaerrrinr, and they
were informed by the president that
he would probably eoniniunicate to
congress next week explicit recom-
niendations concerning the legislation
needed."
' Rank Foolishness.
"When attacked by a cough or a
cold, or when your throat is sore, it is
rank foolishness to take any other
medicine than Dr. King's New-Dis-
covery," Oars C. 0. Iffibridge, of Em-
pire, Giu, "I have used New Discovery
seven years and I know it is the best
remedy on earth for coughs and colds,
croup and all throat and lung trou-
bles. My children are subject to
croup, but New Discovery quickly
cures every attack." Known the
world over as the king of throat and
lung remedies. Sold under guarantee
at all druggists. 50e and $1. Trial
bottle free.
TOBACCO NEWS
Hooke Will open.
J. L. Yarbrough, chaionan of the
McCracken County Tobacco Growers'
association, has received a letter from
Mr. Felix Ewing, the organization's
general manager, informing him that
the management had decided to open
the books for the 1908 crop at onto
and anyone desiring to pledge his to-
bacco now may do so. The MeCraek-
at the white house with Sepator Ai- en county executive committee met a
Idrieb and Representatives Payne. and week ago and petitioned the general
Mizell. It is believed that for the manager to "open the books" and the
most part these agreed 141(h the.preisi- petition was granted. It also applies
dent in his legislative program. There
was some difference of opinion as to
amending the Sherman anti-trust law.
and further conferences on -this sub-
ject will be held before the president
studs in his message. • .
The leaders in congress- ',feel Snit'
there are difficulties in the way °Tied by John D. 'Scales, auditor, are as
amending the Fillerman law for the fellows:
benefit of the corporation* without at Guthrie market--Ninety-one hogs-
tie. same time granting the demand-1 heads at $7, le at $7.24, 12 at
of organised labor that unkins be ex-
enipted from prooecution as "comfit-
vations in restraint of trade." The
president himself is opposed to any
enactment that would legalise the
praetice of boycotting,
The (evasion of the president's an-
nouncenotut was a vielt paid to him by
the following representatives or co.ni-
niercial bodies of the middle west:
;Richard C Hall, chairman, presi-
dent of the ilcage Association a $15.50; total, 414.
Commerce; J. V. Farwell. Jr., and Hopkinsville market-One huudred
Charles J. Wacker-. members of the and lite hogsheads at $7, 4 at
Chicago Association of Commerce;
Janie* E. Smith, preside4 of St. Louis
Blisturitg .41ilen's league,: restus J.
Wade, of the executive committee of
the St. Louis Butane'. Men's league:
to the entire district.
Tobacco Sales. ,
GUthrie. Ky., March 23 -Total
tales of the Planters' Protective aseo-
elation of Kentucky, Tennesaecand
Siirc.b 1C, 1908. as report-
48 at $8. 1 at $8.25, at $9, 17 at
iti, 22 at $10.5.0. 35 at $11. 26- it
$11.50, 13 at $12', 6 at $13, 1 at $14.
total, 94.
Clarkeville market--Forty-six hogs-
heads at $7, 5 at $7.50, 11 at $7.50, 1
at $7.75., 78 at $.8. 7 at $8.25, 7 at
$s..i61, 21 at $9. at $9.50. 21 at $.10,
21 at $10.51i. 72 at $11.47 at $11.50,
56 at $12, 2 at $12.25, 8 at $1.2.50,
2 at $13. 4 at $14, 2 at 916, 1 at
65 at 18. 6 at $8.50, at $9, 9 at
$10, 32 at $14).540. 4-4 at all, 24 at
$11.59. 4 at $12, 2 at $12.50, 3 at
$13; total, 30$.
_ Paducah market-One hundred and
H. R. Topping. oresideo of the Kan- Open hogsheads at $7, 49 at 88, 16
sag City' Ccuningrelal club, and r- B•lat $9. 42 at $110. 43 atn$10.50. 128
Parker and E. M. Clendenning, of tk..-e.at $11. 33 at $11.50, 21 -at $12. 1 at
Kaneuss City Commercial club.. $14; total, 448.
kilrerts of Panic. Springfield ' market - Eight hogs-
In statement embodied the heads at $7, 1 at $7.25, 21 at $/i. II
foltwing address made by this dale- at $9, 1 at $9.40. G at $10, 6 at
gallon: $10.50. 20 at $1.1. 9 at $11.50, 1 at
"Mr. ?resident-The organisations $11.75; 29 at $12, 4 at $1225.. 4 at
we represent have a membership of $12.50. 1 at $12.75, 4 at $13, 6 at
about 4.500 business men. In the pur- $13.50. 9 at $14, 4 at $14.2.5. 9 at
suit of our various linee of business. $14.50, 4 at $14.75, 11 at $15, 3 at
we come in contact with almost every $15.75, 7 at $15.50, 2 at $15.75, 8 at
portion of the country, but -especially $16. 4 at $16.50. 11 at $17, 2 'at $18,
of the Maasissippi valley. We never total, 201.
were in • more prosperous condition Murray market--Forty hogeheads
than prior to the panic of last fall. at $T. let $7.50, 14 at $8, 23 at $10.
Our labor was all employed, our cape 29 at $10.50, 51 at $11, 21 at $11.50,
tal profitably invested. 10 at $12, 1 at $141; total, 192.
"In a short period these conditions Mayfield market--Forty-three hogs
have changed. Certain lines of Mee- begat. at $7, 9 at $7.5'0. S at $8. 1 at
nees are almost stagnant. brought $8.50. 19 at $10, 4-f at $10.50. 38 at
about by the fear of the people as to $1.1. 7 at $11.50, 1 At ere; total. 139.
the stability of some of our institu- Total graded to date 12,000 hogs-
lions. Money has been hoarded-in- beads.
stead of flowing Into the ordinary Total sales to date, 2,005 hogsheads
channels of Investment, seruritleawIld -,
the Verfous commercial interests. Clarksville Loam Factory.
"Two primary Caltaea are responei- Clarksville, Tenn., March 23.-Mr.
tee for this-condition. First, the gross Harvey Turnley, manager of the Iler-
flotation of law by some oorsaration• riwetber branch of the American To-
and matting by some public officials; bacco company, today announced that
and. Tecoadly, a deficient currency the plant would be closed in this city
system, vrhony incapable of cerree- on April 1, indefinitely. The factory
ponditig to the needs of commerce employs about 150 hands and they
when fear and uncertainty are engen- will go to Nashville. eherse a factory
dewed into the minds of the masses. will be opened. The prieroll. of this
"The starting of this period of un- concern amounts to nearly $1,(Mo per
rest and distrust was the expoeure week and the closing of the plant will
brought about by the insurance Invest- be a serious blow to the business In-
igatketi ka New pork. where it was telest of the city. Mr. Turiley gave
shown that the trustees of corpora- out no reason for the closing of the
Done acting for millions of our pea- plant. The plant was operated for
pie and representing In newts more about eleven years as an independent,
than a thousand million. dollars, had but was taken over by the Continen-
tn some lastanees used the assets of tel Tobacco company about four years
the corporations in direct violation of ago and a year later the American To-
law. Following this came the great berm company and the Continental
calamity at San Franelsco, almost de- consolidated. The factory is located
etroying the sixth great city of the on Front street and turns oat Drift to-
nation, entailing a loss of $7'40,000.- bacoo. Mr. Harvey Turnley will have
090, Impoverishing the citizens as well charge of the Nashville plant.
as the insurance companies.
-An invemment In real estate is
"Thelnirlionftit"he Hheeighls Pillantof tblen.disaitter easy to "carry." td-natrhing
find the pubilr ollleisin of that city mem make yew! "strong emaighl•
ishargeil with the violation of almost carry a lot of such Ws catilUellta.
every trust, while the people were bat-
tling for existence We also had the If a man could see himself as
grafting and bribery that was unearth- others see him he might he obi, to
ell In at least three other im•portant see his tole.
rifle., and' finally came the exposure
of high finance, manipulation of the The smaller the bribe the greater
assets of great railroads, followed by stems to be the disgrace.
NEW -RAILROAD
ARTIt 'LES OF INCORPORATION
ARE 1.11.6:1).
Cairo & Norfolk Railway Company'‘
Route is Defined in Applkation.
Articles of incorporation et the
Cairo & Norfolk Railway compan)
with a capital stock of 4500,001.1.. have
bee-tented ieranktOrt. The original
articles weie filed first at Mayfield.
Graves county. The incorporators
are: I.. W. Goode and E: E. Weston,
of New York; M. W. Kelly, of Madi-
son, Wis.: W. A. Usher, R. E. 'hock-
ridge....B. A. Neal, B.C. Neal, E. S.
Beaumont, Arthur E. Thomas. F. R
Allen and C. B. Goode, all of whom
live at Maafield, Ballard and .othee
western Kentucky cities.
The railroad when completed will
extend from- Ft. Jefferson, in Ballard
eminO, which is on the Mississippi
river, to Bristol, Va., which is near
the junction of the Virgina, North
Carolina. Georgia..Kentucky amid Ten-
nessee lines. It will be 500 miles in
Irngth and will be a trunk line ex
tendinethrough the following coin]
ales in Kentucky: Wickliffe. Ballard,
Lyon, Trigg, Christian, Todd. Logan.
Warren, Simpson, Barren, Allen, Met-
calfe, Monroe, Cumberland, Adair,
Russell, Clinton, Wayne, Pulaski.
Vithitley, Laurel, Knox, 'Bell, Leslie,
Harlan. Letcher and Pike.' And when
completed, will give the richest oil,
coal and timber district in America a
direct outlet to the Mississippi river,
reducing the dixtance that these sup-
plies have to go to reach the Missis-
sippi fully a thqusand miles.
The highest indebtedness that can
be incurred In tha construction of this
road is $12,500,01700, but when the
road Is coinpleted it will be worth
liVords of Praise
For Ilm several ingredients of which Dr.
Pierce's medicines are composed, as given
by leaders in all the several schools of
medicine, sheuld have far more weight
than any amount of non-professional tes-
timonials. Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescrip-
tion has r its BADGE or nostmere on every
bottle-wrapper, in a full list of all its in-
gredients printed in plain English.
If you are an Invalid woman and suffer
from free eta, headache, backache, gnaw-
In stomach, Pirlixlicar pains,
Cum e, catarrhal. pelvic drain,
dragglif down distress In lower abdomen
or pelv , perhaps dark spots or specks
dancl g before the eyes, faint spells and
kind syna toms caused by female weak-
ness, th derangement of the feminine
organs, can not do better than take
Dr. Pie Favorite Prescription.
The b ital, surgeon's knife and opera-
ting ta may be avoided by the timely
ass of avorIte Prescription* in such
cases. herebiwtmeetrormbi 6r.m.itrafrue •
tions 
vs c an cal vo I • •
c trse ot so: ess u
I. ume, avor to
reser puon lcoulposedoftheverybest
native medicinal roots known to medical
science for the cure of woman's peculiar
ailments, contains no alcohol and no
harmful or habit-forming drugs.
Do not expect too much from "Favorite
Prescription," it will not perform mira-
cles; It will not disolve or cure tumors.
No mediclue will. It will do as much to
establish vigorous health in most weak- ,
messes and ailments peculiarly incident to
women as any medicine can. It must be
gives a fair chance by perseverance in Its
ass for a reasonable length of time.
you.. soma 2.1PDX t 
te
011 n_e0 I
• c women are Invited to consult Dr.
Pierce, by 1, tter, free All correspond-
ence is guarded as sacredly secret sod
womanly csaifidences are protected by
professional privacy.' Address Dr. R. V.
Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets the best
laxative and regulator of the bowels.
They invigorate sumach, liver and
homes.. One a luster.; two or three
cathartic. Easy to take as candy.
Large Assorted Sleek of Fattens, Serfalk tor Steamboats, Sae and Grtst Attila
Mechanics' Foundry and Machine Co.
MIKE? VVVIL.C.S, 1-11- 17.8.
New Phone 1023
214 Washington St. 1-loodtta:.esh, K y
McCLAIN 6 ROGERS
Contractors for Painting and Paper Hanging
Prices Reasonable All Work Guaranteed
h Ittlrlioas 961
SCHMAUS BROS.
Both Phones 192,
Green Houses 50,000 Feet of Glass
Choice Cut Roses, per dozen
Carnati..us, per dozen - .50
Cyclatneus and PriMrosea in bloom, pot plants.
Tusieral_ work and decorations a specialty. We have the lariat line
of Rot Plants in the city. Write for our 190S .atalodue. Free de-
livery In any part of the city.
many millions mere. 'rhe road will
pass through several counties in the
state that are now not touched by
railroads and will therefore develop
and open up, an entirely new terri-
tory.
..Th lblineijs Central. Nashville,
Chattanooga & St. Louis and Louis-
ville & Nashville railroads will, after
April 1, sell tickets to local stations in
Tenneesee with claim coupon attached
The coupons will be good for a rebate
Of one-half cent per mile in the event
that the supreme court sustains the
action of the etate railroad commis-
sion ordering i two-and-one-half-cent
rate on interstate business.
"Cao I have a pea over your liner*
"No." replied the railroad man;
"law's too strict. We can't pass any-
thing but a 'dividend now."-ebila-
delphia Ledger.
Any man cau make a fool of him-
self, but if he has a WOIllaU'n help It
is much easier.
W. Be PAR.R.ISH
I 0 JEAVELE.R. 
Repairing A Specialty
522' Broadway Paducah, gy.
Early Times
And
Jack Beam
Distilled in the spring o,f
1900. Sold in bottles with
the government stamp
over the neck, showing
conclusively the age. ; .'
For the cupboard and medicine
chest there is nothing superior
1
NOW is the TIME
to have your GAS STOVE cleaned
and put in good condition for
spring and summer use. We clean
all stoves and put in good working
order for the nominal charge of $1.
Repairs extra. Stoves called for
and delivered free. .* • • • •• • • •
Paducah Liglit & Power Co.
-
Ptnr. ?FART • TTTE P.%PT7CtTT EVENTNC SUN \ S'T) tV st 1T.s•Ti
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ENTHUSIASM AT
MAGDALENA BAY_
Jackie@ of His Fleet in Splen-
did Condition.
and patches up the ragged canvas.
"In the dastinte the effect is en-
tirely different. One sees little smoke
and can not see the shells travel save
after they strike.
"Ali the vessels of the fleet are
coaled. The Men of the fleet are in a
splendid condition.
Cairo "The oMcers encourage sport. We
RIYER
--elstiogswitnesstel some of it on the Connecte 
at an  
Onetime
-
ticut. Several ring matches were pulleeLl
off the evening we were there. They
lEvansville
were the real thing. There are men !
.Io
•
hnoonville
Florence  
in the fleet whom professionals would
Illuminated Chunks of Steel Take not cart to meet. During the evening 
Louisville  
Flight Through Night and pereist one of the men wlth the six-ounce M
t
- 
Carmel
Nashville  In Hitting Bulls Eye. glcves took the count. i 
Pittsburg  
"I asked an officer if Admiral Ev- 1st. Lows
ans encouraged this vigorous form ot Mt Vernon
sport. He grinned and said that the 
! 
SHIPS ARE HUNTING IN THREES
admiral, e hen able, took in Burnskle  th 
Paducah
events." 
- e
. Csrthage  
Los Angeles. Cal.. March 23.-En-
thuslastic pickles are sitting up ,
nights down in Magdalena Has in or-
der to annoy canvas targets w.th
shells and big battleships
guided by dazzling searchlights. are
racing across the ranges in order to
humor Admiral Evans' crack shell
tossers in their amusement.
It is an impressive scene, according
to 'Los Angeles men who returned
from a trip to the scene of action in
the gunboat 'Nellie.
"It was the sight of a lifetime to
see the show," said G. C. Keeney, re-
moving some cotton from his ear.
"However, night is the time to wit.
ness the great dings. Tracer shells
were used and we could see them from
the time they were hurled, from the
mouth of the guns, across the range
Bite balls of fire, to smash through
the targets.
"It was a sight to see the big illu-
Infested chunks of steels strike the
water and than leap from 200 to 30.1
feet high. *booting across the sur-
face at such a'slow pitch one would
expect them to -ettips but they only
took the one big ju'7and one or two
feeble hops 
thereafte\ 
"One of the most impressive things
outside of the fact that the shells per-
sisted in knocking out the tittle black
bullseye was the report of She 12-
inch -guns. It begun with a rumble-
and changed in volume and tone for
all the world like a train running
over a bridge and through a-canyon.
It was pretty good musie for a civil-
ian's ear. There are little hills around
MattlalSoallay:AL.tholteetei feet  high,
and these fling back the roaring across
the water.
"The battleships hunt in threes.
-The craft, primed for war, steam
across the course with searchlights on
the bunch of four connected targets,
the broadside guns bark all the way
across, and the way thole gunners ,
Minch the disk and never miss the
target bodies is a marvel.
"Then the fighting ships torn and
run close to the targets. using the
searchlights to make a record of the
score, and the repair launch runs in
night.
't4ftrififFill or Bre Wit I
tr, me' nervensness
The old numbnees and tingling of
tett side..WVIch troubled the sent
at or three years ago, have returned,
but their severity bag,lessened In the
kat tweoty-four hours.,
He always patronises th*, one res-
taurant. s
Who? 9tinjay? Yes, there are alt-
resses there. you know.
But he doesn't ears- for the girls.
No, but you don't have to sip girls
-flatholic Standard
Even Genius Mistakes.-
'This beautiful morning I can feel
the sap rising."
"Perhaps It's only softening of the
brain, my dear fellow."
el:NATI/I: TILLMAN IS STRICKEN,
!South Carolina's Spectacular Repre-
1 sertative in Upper House,
Columbia, S. C.. March 2:3. - Cirited
I States Senator B Vistula lt,Tllimat
is Seritisly ill -home at Trenton,,
IS. C. Phyeicians say he-- is sufforing
t with a nervous attack, due to over-•
wurk
The senarnr was, stricken Thursday
•
the Ayer & Lord ",j'Le uompany.
The George Coe .ins had large trips
Of freight and passengers on both
trips today front Metropolis to Padu-
cah.
elassiseieeisas‘eresoutseineessetwers. The Clyde arrived this morning at
2 o'clock from the. Ti'11114'SFAI with a
big trip of peight, she went on to
fell Brookport, Mstropolla and Joppa to
rise Unloadand tak.• on freight, prepare-
rile-ltdry to lasing for the Tennessee
rise Wednesday. night.
rise The Inverness is due this evening
rise
rise
tau
flee
fall
fel:
p tt
I
River Stages.
43.7
11 5
47.5
34.1
14.7
18.1
17.0
17.9
10.7
17.0
 5
'17  5
8.4
12.9
1.3
3.4
6.5
1.1
0.5
0.1
4.11
2.0.
2.5
7.1
0.11
21
2.0
4.5
1.0.9
River stage at 7 o'clock this morn-
ing read :17.5, a fall of 2.0 from Sat-
urday morning to this morning, and a
'fall of 1.0 since yesterday morning.
Rainfall yesterday .04.
The Joe Fowler arrived yesterday
afternoon from Evansville with a big
sip of freight. he left this morn
Mg at II tre:ock on a return trip.
The John S. tiopkftis witl be the
;Evansville packet tomorrow.
The Barth arrived last night from
the mines at Casey ville with a bile
!tow of coal for the West Kentucky
Coal company.
H The Egan left today for Caseyville
after a tow, of coal for the West Kew
tuck y Coal company.
The John A. Wood's passed (low
Saturday evening with a big tow of
0•0,11 for the. lower Mississippi. The
big" towboat had about 40 pieces In
her tow, th:rty-four coal boats, three
valley barges and three fuel flats,
The Dick Fowler it-ft at S o'clock
this morteng for Cairo with a big
trip of passengers and freight„
The I. N. Hook went to Joppa this
morning after her barges and will
leave for the Tennessee tomorrow
after a- tow of ties.
Tie Blue Spot got away yesterdaY
morning for the Tennesse after a tow
of ties.
Capt. F. C. Hiner, truffle teenager
of the Chattanooga line f steam-
boats, with general ofilt • in Chatta-
nooga. Tenn., departed„for his, home
yeaterday afternoon. Hs. was enter-
tained by Capt. H. W. issbe, cre-
mr.r.t_staze_setsibesagagits
Captain Hiner stated efor
1
leaving
that he expects to have a -̀ .1 of ho
operating between Cisettenooge And
St. Louis. which is clitfte an interest-
ing bit of news t9/164l rive4 men
Details on the prefect, however. conic
not be given out 'yeafieday.-Globe-
,
Democrat,
The Condor clime up from Joppa
last sight with a tow of empty barges
The Paronia arrived from the Cern-
berLand yestefiSay with a big tow of
abd got away this morning for
mberiand after another tow for
from the Telt II t Sal'e with te0tesv of ties
for the Ayer & Lord Tie company.
The Royal did a good business at
the wharfLoai wilily' on her trip from
Golconda.
rise The Harvester is due Isle this after-
.411 of eniptie barges for the West Ken-
fall
tnuo:nky ferea0:1 t;rhoeunipaillissiysfippi with a tow
The Bob lind::ty was due yester-
day afternoon froni Nashville, but has
not 'Yet areued. The Dudley left
Nashville on time last week but no
word from her has been received here
as to where she is
SCHOOL NOTES
On account of a conflict with the art
exhibit "The It eon Boone" the High
school play. %Si be giastn Monday
night Instead sf Frida. night. The
stage will be deeorate.I Saturday, and
several minor repairs made for the
play. The stag.. liehts have been ele-
vated a little. and give bettsr light.
All of the tu.ninere of the card know
their. parts, and one of the bat lia
(sir given wsl tie presented next Mon-
day evening.
The art exlitst %elll arrive tomor-
row from Missiori. where 14--has beeto
s exhibit, anti Supt. J. A. Carstagey
has received more favorable notice..
of the exhibit The two cooing on the
south aide of the -Three Links" build-
ing will be used and the 2.01i pictures
will be arranged *Bracey. ty Several
pieces of local art will be exhibited.
which add to lie interest of tie pist-
tires.
Sedenol ?Ogee.
President James K Patterson. it
'he State isuic, s,.!te.' :s ,.x0„eit.d in a county, and was an uncle of Mrs Dan it i ' Madison' it,. S. H. Bradley
. . . .
. 
i-"Lee• ‘ttes, I
short time be Professor' Suggs of the lisii.V. of South Ninth street, and Mi at
High school, to deliver an aildr.i.s. les ,Edward H 
Murray . D W lesaw. Olean; Cp. J
time . mai Mr. Edward Ham, who lives in
am. of Rowlantitown A v4 
re,nagan, Washington: Morgan
fore High school students Los n. Me-Kenzie; le; M. $d rte. At .
- This is les- w.sk at the - loan Worten's addition. is an entrilnye at Louist.,it it Blum. .N'ashville: 11 4*
,e4,00e and Th. students Ali: have at. 
the Illt:teilet lentsa,b4weetted_upsik......4644444wile il: sur- _..•
w i I R.. 
eideges, 2,1UZ1111; Jobs M. Mount, I..
Cc n teT ; Fred Th OW* S. Nes v 
TUESDAY, MARCH 24 1
AFTERNOON AND EVENING
2:00 to 6:00 p m.  -  7:00 to 10:30 p. m.
THE BIJOU
Edison's Latest and Greatest Feature
CUPID'S PRANKS
One Thousiind Feet of Richly Toned Film
5c-A DM ISSION-5c
J. B. HAM
DiEs ST HIS H4)%11.: NIS%11 H %BD
moNEV. tate% ES I sit
HOTEL ARRIVALS
Palmer R. E 'Parker. Chleamo;
Char Blum, Jacksonville; C. A.
%Vest, I, aville; E. L. Miler, Can-
, unat.. J . Ird. Greenwood. II.
I) Ward. u. $t. Louie; Ed tnemaland.
Mayfield. C. 0 tkeele Errinerille; I..
Well known Fanner. Who leaves Ii Tbrelkeld. Stnithland; W. J. un-
Maay Rellistle- ell and F'tersela in ie•r. laitilsvIlle; %V H. Short, St.
Louis: Henry T. Price. Nashville; ill-
s:. A ilall. th-ntbroke; Chai-es V.
'Smith, J. A. Beaver, Cies
The HIgh sehool girls will have a
'neeting G eel-noon to d•cide when
'lie remainder of the ehianislonsitie
names will be playee. It is Is.ibi
th,• games may tie played in th
tvening beginnitst at s o'cloek, as'
argor crowds would attend the games
Miss Ford. of the second!
grade at the Washington building. re -
'turned -to school this morning after al
week's Itinees. Miss Marie W Aces. of ;
tbe Jefferson building. re-stinted charge
ou her room today after an absence
from school owing to her .'yes.
ca ate ; Oray *Walley. Richmond:
Mr. J. E. tient. Cl year, Ohl, died iChariele E Calvert, Memphis: ii., S. 
yesterdaymorning at 10 o'clock at isegratio.
1-rs home liar liard Money. of Suteu-1 Is D. Warden, At.aenia after one week of Illness 111.
• !sluts: Ed Fields and family, May-was a prominent farmer of eirseenei
The Omensi was held this afternoon
at 2'0'014,4A from the residence The
rial was in the family- cemetery
Leal Hard Money. Graees couuty.
R. F. Cnisy.
Mr B. Is (7oley. 25 years oid died
Seeterday mornfng at 5:30 o'clock at
him' borne in Tylir. of consumption. Ile
T.I Gottettent, gays Ilisehop.
Philadelphia. March 23 Touching
on natiopal affairs in resoriving In:
full, membership eight young mon at
today's ureastea of the Phdadelphia
conference of the: Methodist Episcopal
church. Bishop Cranston, of WaSlitig.
Ion. D. C.. said:
"Ten more years of the same old
regime that has affected this country
and this republic would hare gone. to
destruction. If ever God Almighty
Purnmoneed a inns to a sepecialrulwassit-
it was whea he called Theodore Roose-
velt to the leadership of the moral
sentlment Of the conntry. Theodore
Romieveit has called the people to dis-
tinguish between right and wrung, be-
tween good politics and stateamanehiP•
-MI the people want Is a leader,
and they have the leader in a inaa'who -
net-utiles the prealdo•ntlal chair la
Wash iagton.
"What a ring there was la the last
neel-easie against eorporotion power -
and rule I am looking for another
message I egpect it noolr.**-
a
0
New litiehniond -A Lytton, Brook-
port: 0. W. %Sneer) Sinton. W. M.
kincenoe. Faitillo. G. W. Itagepolee,
tinilthiand; J Kemper. Carrsvilly:
A. -Downs. Murray Rove liohman.
Fayeesttile: J. M • Dancan. Brook-
Port: H Powell. J C ith. Unice
villeS G. W. Bennett, T. %%
:al survived by tes wife. The funeral 
Maxon: John tioheen, Martin:
wa held this afternoon at 2 e'slock.
etr, lirookieuris Rein Deck, Mayfields
The burial was :11 OS k Greys citme-
tiry The funeral services were Fen- - you would retain your frieuels
dieted bv the Si v. William Boureten don't make them envy you.
II'.. Block.
News was received in the city yes-
terday of the death of Mrs. Leonard
Meek, Jr., who died /lethality mid'
nigh: at her•honse in East 8t. Louis.
Ildnois, front tuberculosis.. Mesons.
John and Frank Block left resteeder
to attend the funeral, which will be
at Ridgeway. III.
INeerv eweeessful tnaa thinks his
own brand of success the only kind
worth while.
Spring Selling of
CARPETS, RUGS, MATTING, LINOLEUA1S, CURTAINS, PORTIERS
Some Facts rou Should Know Before You Buy
THE spring season is upon us, your thoughts are turned toward new Carpets, Rugs, Mattings, Linoleums, Curtains, Portiers. Why not let Us helpyou by showing you the largest assortment, better values than it's possible to find elsewhere in Southwest Kentucky. Our Carpet Department has
all the advantages enjoyed by large city stores. We have plenty of daylight by which you can shop in perfect ease and you wilt not be d;sappointed when
you get home and find something altogether different from what you thought it was. We have the advance methods of showing rugs by which you see
the whole rug at one time. We employ experienced buyers and sdesmen, who know their business. This enables you to have confidence in what you
buy. Now about quality and price: We only handle first-class goods; you know there are "seconds" (that is slightly damaged goods) in Carpets, Rugs,
Mattings and Curtains, as well as in other lines of goods--well they can be blught for less money and sold for less money-but we will not have goods
of that character in our store. We buy only the best, for then we know our customers get perfect satisfaction. That's how we've built up our carpet
business in twenty years to the largest carpet business in Southwelt Kentucky. We import our mattings, that's why we can give you better values for
your money. Our Rugs, Carpets, Linoleums, Portiers and curtains are bought direct from the mills, that's how we can give you larger assortments and
better grade of goods than it's possible to get elsewhere. We staiid today pre-eminent in the carpet business, and our trade is not all local- -we cover a
good territory in other states with satisfied customers. All these advantages are yours; let us, our name, be back of your spring needs in Carpets, Rugs,
Matting, I,inoleum, Fortier' and Curtains. We will thank you now and you will thank us later on. . • • 
•• •. 
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The now and serviceable Cre.r Nulls and eVatlints
are one of our bij sellers. Let uatell you of the in. L. B. OGIL VIE & COMPANY
sff2111.1111111111ffiree
"THE DAYLIGia STORE"
MIN101.1111.1.1
Larje and snail rugs to mistoh. Ruts made to
suit any size room, no matter how odd. .• .•
top 'parr 7.maa.
